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four fish yesterday, weighting
4\'2 \P r L C A M
pound®, 3 pounds 10 ounces, 2% lbs.,
2% pounds.
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we will get good fishing he,re now
in a few days, as tih>e large, trout
and salmon are starting to work up
the river from1one lake to the other.
I am located where we get all the
benefit.
Road R. R. Walikeir, propr., Mack amp, Me. Squaw

CAPTAIN “ TIM”
USUALLY ON DECK

A RECORD BREAKER

Nororosa:
The ice h-a,s left all
of the lower lakes around Norcross,
Dining Car on B. & A. Put Into and the steamer is making regular Annual Edition of Maine
Mountain Inn Will Open
trips from Norcross.
Mr. Albert
Service.
Automobile Road Book Issued
With New Proprieter.
Fowler, formerly junior member of
Early in May.
the Norcross Transportation Co. is
(Special to Maine W oods.)
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Bangor, Me., May 1.— On Monday now in charge o f the hotel, store and
Greenville, Me., May 3.—T ie
ice
Never tin its five years’
.history
jlay 8th, dining car on the Bangor & j eajners at Norcross.
is practically out of Moosebead Lake
has there been such- an advance de
and although there is quite a large
Aroostook Railroad will be put into Portage:
The ice has Left Portmand for the Maine Automobile Road
.field shown between Deer and Sugar
service.
It will leave Bangor at j age Lake, and report comes from H.
Eleven
salmon
were
captured
at
Book and for touring information so
islands the remainder of the main
7,05 a. m. /or Millinocket and re-jW . Lamison, Propr. of “The Birches”
early in the season as there has the Bangor pool during April, which
body of the lake is clear. The high
:am on train No. 2 which arrives in located an the lake that t-e fishing
according
to
Fish
Warden
Thomas
been this spiring, according to a state
wind of yesterday and last night
Bangor at 2.15 p. m. it wild be at-] is very good, some excellent catches
ment which has been given out by E. Sullivan, is above the average,
wrecked it badly so that it will be
tached to train leaving Bangor at 2.3C having been. made,
and
he
adds
that
the
fishermen
have
the Maine Automobile
Association
“all out’’ several days sooner than
p. m., and run to Derby and return on
Touring
Bureau,
12
Monument no complaint tin comparison with
was anticipated.
Fishing was of
train arriving Bangor at 7.05 p. m.
past
Aprils.
For
many
years
the
Square, Portland, Maine.
For sev
ficially
declared
legal
this men ing
Breakfast wild be served immediately
eral weeks many inquiries have been average number of salmon captured
and there wias a mad scramble for
ipon the train leaving Bangor. A la
in
April
lias
been
six.
Tire
.fish
have
coming in daily for routes for tours
fishing tackle.
From now on f are
Carte service is given, hut the fea
through Maine and New Hampshire been smaller than usual, it is true.
will be busy times on Moosebead and
ture this year is the Individual club
Frank
Cowan
captured
the
biggest
during this coining summer, as well
wary indeed will! be the trout that
service, and meals arc served on this
as requests for lists of hotel®, the beauty of the month on Friday, a 19- will escape the net.
plan for 30 cents and upwards.
pounder.
By
ran
Hansen
took
an
Brunswick, Me., May 2.—A prepar location of the best highways and
The Boston-Greenville sleeping ear
eight-pounder from the water Satur The Squaw Mountain Inn will open
edness meeting wias held at the Eow- most interesting points to visit.
to the public May 19th. with, a new
day.
is to be put on at this time, and the
Hotelrnen interviewed declare ti.al
manager, Mr. McMacon of Boston.
first car will leave Boston
Sunday, dcin College Union, this evening the season is almost sure of being
Although, this place ha® only been in
under
the
auspices
or
tne
newly
orMay 7th, and the .first car from
a record breaker, providing weather
evidence one season it lias become
Greenville Monday, May 8th.
T h e ; ganized Bowdoin College Rifle Club. conditions permit.
Bookings have
very pop.ul.air with the sportsmen on
George been beyond the wildest expectations
ice is expected to be out by this Speakers included General
account of its attractiveness in sit
time, and the usual number of fish McL. Presson, of the Maine Nation of many of those seen by the Maine
uation and of its being accessible for
ermen will go to Mooseiiead
lake, al Guard, Capt. E. W. Niles o f the A. A. representatives.
The only ne
automobiles,' being only one miie
iud undoubtedly record
breaking coast artillery, a former instructor at cessity is good weather, and even
from Greenville Junction, on high
W est Point; R. L. Marstoin, >99, Geo. if this should happen net to be up
catches will be reported later.
' (Special to Maine Woods.)
ground
commanding an
especially
Patten: Report comes that the E. Fogg ’02 and Arthur L. Robinson to standard, it is doubtful if it could
Weld, May 4.—The ice commenced
good view of Moosehead Lake. Tbie
ice went out of 'Shinn Pond yester '08, Bowdoin men. who are actively stop the season from being an ex to loosen up in Webb Lake at Weld
proprietor, A. A. Crafts of Green
day, May 1st.
Shinn Pond is reach interested in the National Guard, and ceptionally good one, as compared last Saturday, but the final break
ville Junction has made extensive
ed from Patten, Maine, over a very others.
up was on Sunday.
with previous years.
additions the past winter, adding
The object o f the meeting was
jood road.
There has been no fishing to our
Some of the features which are
half dozen bath® and 25 guest (room®
strictly
to
discuss
the
present
neces
Scboodie: Report is that the fish
credited with making the out lock for knowledge as the big booms of logs besides a new diming .room 20 by 54
ing is good in the lakes reached from sity for military preparedness, and the season of 1916 an exceptional have kept tilings pretty well stirred feet.
Scboodie. M r. Joe Parmelow landed not to advocate any particular plan.
one, are as follows:
The European up.
The new steamer “ Moose,head”, of
The boat house of Commissioner H.
war, which absolutely bars tourist
the Coburn S. S. Co., is launched
travel from all of the countries a- B. Austin on the west shore was and will be a credit to the fleet. She
FISHING W H E R E T H E G A T G H IS S U R E
broad, the splendid business condit pretty badly damaged by the ice.
i: 100 feet long and fitted with mod
Mooselookmeguntic House and L og Camps located in the heart of the Range- ions which are affecting all classes ]
em equipment, including an independ
ley Regiorf. Best fishing grounds. Landlocked salmon and square tailed trout of industry; the high wages being
ent electric light plant which is the
Camps with open fire, bath, com fortable furnishings. Booklet and any informa received by labor; the closing of
first one to be installed in their
tiongladly furnished by
the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San
boats. Heretofore when the engineer
MRS. F. B. BURNS,
Haines Landing, Me. Francisco, and the various lack of
would like to let his steam down,
incentives to -visit tine Pacific states
when lying at dock it would act as
this season, owing to the fact that
PLEASAN T ISLAND C A M PS
a dimmer on the lights.
With this
HOTEL BLANCHARD
J. C. Hartshorne writes us from system the lighting plant is, entirely
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex the majority of the people who could
STRATTON MAINB
celled. Best Of hunting. Special rates take such a long trip took it last Boston under date of April 29th: ‘‘I separate from the energy which
la the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. year when excursion rates made the expect to start far Billy’s May 4th turns the propeller.
trip a comparatively cheap one; the by. boat from Bangor. Heavy snow
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
The Palmers will run tire Lake
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop., fact that the New England states fall yesterday.’’
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
House at Greenville Junction in con
STRATTON' M AINE.
E. H . G R O S E . Prop.
We shall hope soon 'to receive one nection with the camps “ Crow’s Nest’
have had a year of
unprecedented
Pleasant Island,
Maine
rain and stormy weather and it is of Mr. Hartshorne’s interesting let- in Sandy Bay, Moosebead Lake, the
believed by many that tine indications ters from. Oxbow, and bear haw |pc€Sent season.
These camp® are
point to a dry summer in this sect “ Billy has wiintered.”
cosy and very prettily situated tin
ion of the country "with consequent
this sheltered bay, and easily access
ideal touring conditions;
the fact
ible to some of the best fishing in
that Maine this season will have a
the Lake.
M oun tain V iew , Maine
very Large mileage of the very finest
Cihief Warden W. T. Pollard of
F o r farther particulars write or address
jg type of improved highways, and the
Foxcrcft succeeded in landing three
last remaining unfinished Jink in the
large togue at East Outlet, MooseL. E. B O W L E V ,
Portsmouth-Portland state highway
head Lake, one day last week. Cap
Honiton, Me., May 3, 1916.
*
•
will positively be completed by July
tain “Tim” is usually on deck with
1, making a boulevard of the finest To the Editor of Maine Woods:
the first fisih of the season.
I noticed in ycur issue of the 13th.,
type from the New Hampshire line at
Howard Wood.
Portsmouth through York, Kenne- where Fly Red said she wanted to
bunk, Biddeford and
Portland to start a discussion in relation to the
Logcamps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and Brunswick, a distance of over 80 resident license Law.
stfwun, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine, lo s t Office miles.
Asking for a little space in your
t
Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulais
These, are some of the reasons why paper, I will say I favor the so- ail
' » l ot^er information, write
• _ _
_
_
LD. G R A N T (EL S O N C O . ,
P . O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t s M e . the hotels, railroad and summer re ed resident license law passed in
I favor the passage of
sort men are feeling so confident some form.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
that the season o f 1916 will be a such a law for many reasons, but I
Have you ever stopped at The
see no chance for a discussion of the Elmwood in Phillips?
record breaker in Maine.
If not, do so.
It is announced by the Maine Au merits of the law until someone, who If you have, you are no doubt a reg
bald m o u n t a in
c a m p s B» ,d
I tomobile Association Tourist Bureau, doesn't approve of the law gives ular visitor, for we have failed to
12 Monument Square, Portland, that .some reason why lie oppose® it.
ever find a guest who was not well
Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the f ^ t of Bald Mpuntain
n^ctions— Auto
D. L. Cummings.
the fifth annual (1916) edition of
runticLake. Near the best flshin* grounds, First class 8
j ^ “ b oat T re e rircular.
pleased with the accommodations in
road to camps—Telephone connectiona-Two m ads d atly- W rite for tree circular.
the Maine Automobile Road
Book
every way.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r..
Ka,a
and Pine Tree Tour will be issued
The house is immaculate in every
early in May.
it will contain 400
detail1, one of the best tables in the
pages, will, be leather bound, pocket
country, and the location one of the
size, and filled with a great number
most desirable to be found.
of pew routes, new cuts, new infor
It is an especially pleasant home
mation and greatly
increased . in
for summer guests and
automobile
Maine Woods is unable to send parties.
scope and size.
This year the
through routes of travel, are given out the word that the “ice is out of
Both M.r. and. Mrs. J. F. Hough
from New York to Maine and the Rangeley Lakes’’, but no doubt be look after the comfort of their guests
map® have been enlarged and im fore our next issue this will happen. and The Elmwood is spoken of fav
The ice in Rangeley lake is pretty orably by everyone who has tarried
proved.
Street maps through the
the r a n g e l e y l a r e s a n d d e a d r i v e r r e g i o n
principal cities' and towns have been well loosened up and the water is at this hostelry.
offers many a ttra ction s to the F I S H E R M E N .
T h e num added and the book (has been enlarg high. If a good strong wind should
ed, improved and revised from cover come it would make pretty quick bus
SOME FISH A T SWAN LAKE
^us lakes, ponds and stre a m s in th is territo ry are w ell
iness of it.
Some think that Monday
to cover.
may be the date.
stocked and a continuous supply o f fish is provided fo r
BELFAST, May 2.—The fishermen
Ice went out of Haley Pond last
Vwise laws, w ell e n fo rc e d .
T h is reg io n is easily reachSaturday and they usually reckon in this vicinity are having great luck
about one week later far Rangeley these days at Swan lake where the
fin one day fro m B o sto n .
fishing is better than ever, says the
Lake.
„ ^ou will make no mistake by arranging for
‘
On account of repairs on telephone Bangor News.
ASHING TRIP to any o f these waters. A descriptive bo
Every, day now, but particularly
line this morning we are unable to
hear from the blig lake as to the con over the week-end, the
sportsmen
(Special to Maine Woods.)
'thgood map free on application.
Trent Brook Camps, Mackamp, Me., ditions there, bfut it ha® been pre are spending as much time as busin
F'N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine May 2.—The ice went out today dicted that the ice would be out this ess allows at ponds, and everything
indicates a fine season.
and there won’t be any doubt bait what week.

ELEVEN SALMON
TAKEN IN APRIL

BOWDOIN

RIFLE CLUB

ICE OUT OF
WEBB LAKE, WELD

START FOR
BILLY’S MAY 4

| Mountain View House j
Mountain View,

*

IN FAVOR OF
RESIDENT LAW

Maine.|

Ed. G r a n t ’ s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

THE ELMWOOD A
POPULAR HOTEL

RANGELEY LAKES
NOT YET CLEAR

SPRING FISHING
Will Soon be Here

ICE OUT OF
TROUT BROOK

M A IK E

WOODS,

His Wide Bill ess# Fare

GREAT BIRD
On lids ordinary bill
SLAUGHTER be found 114 kinds o f
Farmers Urged to Realize Value of
Feathered Helpers.

o f fare will
insects and
129 of weed seed.
T i » gunner who
gfhoots him imagines Uaat graijin is
about laJUL be eats, but ass a matter of
fact it amounts to o n ly one-sixth of
his food for the year, and this is
taken not from, the stain ding crops
or among the sheave's at harvest
time, but from what
escapes the
reaper.
When grain is
sprouting
in the fields bobwhljte
has
other

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , M A Y 4, 1916.

Puff your way into
joys of Prince Albert!
G o ahead, quick as you lay in a stock

“ If all the birds were destroyed
of the national joy sm o k e ! Fire up a
the world would be ovierrun with in
pipe or a m akin’s cigarette as though
sects in from seven to nine yeans,“
you never did know w hat tobacco
says Michelet, the French Ihiiistcrian.
.
bite
and parch m e a n t!
The Slaughter of the bobwhite,
better knoiwn as quail and partridge, matters to attend, for late in the
For Prince Albert is freed from bite
has ceased in Maryland as the sea spring and summer twcMLhirds of his
and parch by a patented process
son is over and the bird is about food consists o f the © rain ’s insect
controlled exclusively by us. You
extinct.
The gunners have been foes, which make 15 p e r cent, on the
; can smoke it w ith o u t a comeback
or
more
persistent and every covey that nest year's total in the wfud
o f any kind because P. A . is real
It is an
ed in the woods last .summer was than a third in captivity.
trailed' and shot this winter.
Mary .important list, too„ fo r M rds not of
to b a cco d elig h t
land ii& one of only six states with his kind eschew many o f his favor
He likes the p o ta to beetle, the
the District of Columbia, which has ites.
lady bug,
an open season for quail. Forty-six cucumber beetle, aquas*
tobacco
states realize that the boibwlbiitie is a com bill bug, cut w orm s,
valuable asset and protect him from, ■worm, clover weevil, co tto n boll wee
vil, imbricated snout
beetle,
May
the gunner.
plant
lice,
grasshoppers,
The Biological survey has been and beetle,
and chinch
is making efforts to teach the fann Reeky Mountain locust
er that birds are his best friends bug.
The bobwhite chicks,, eating 44 per
and that without them farming would
be impossible and the earth in a j cent of their weight d a ily , live for
short time would, be given over to in- j six week® on insects, and
in this
sects.
The birds hold the balance oi time consume 20,000 e&ah..
One, a
the national jo y smoke
nature, but indiscriminate •slaughter: week old, ate 2,32-6 plan t lice and 20
will turn the scale in favor of the J meat worms, and was mot done for
plant devouring insects.
the day. Here are som e single meeds
will do for you w hat it
A generation ago men of Large i for adults.,
has done for thousands
wealth' established gam e preserves, j Bolt weevils, 47; pot arto l ugs, 101;
of men, not only in the
Today they are setting aside tracts -chinch hugs 100, squash bugs, 12;
States but all over the
of land a®, places of refuge for wild , army worms, 12; cu t worms, 12;
world!
It will give you
creatures.
Mrs. Russell Sage bought mosquitoes, 568—all in three Incurs,
a
correct
idea o f what a
and gave to the government an is- And as a sample of a d a y ’s work, in
land in the Mississippi .as a bind addition to seeds, grain and green
pipe smoke or a hom eOn tjie reverse aide of this tidy
red tin you will read: “ Process
refuge.
Hater C. C. Worthington! of- food, note 1,350 flies a n d 1,286 rose
rolled cigarette should be.
Patented July 30th, 1 9 0 7 ,” which
has m a d e th r e e men smoke
fered- the state cf New Jersey a tract slugs, or 5,000 plant lic e .
pipes where one smoked before!
In the winter months- the bobwhite
of 8000 acres, of mountain land as. a
Get this Prince Albert pipe-peace and makin’s-peace message,
turns to weed seeds,
whi-oh form
perpetual game preserve.
you men w ho have “retired” from pipe and cigarette-makin’s pleasure; you men
There is something more than more than half his food fo r the year,
who have never known its solace! Because you have a lot o f smoke pleasure due
gam,ones® and six ounces c.f delicate and here are samples csf one bird’s
Bay Prince Albert everywhere toy ° u <*uick as you pack-your-pipe or roll-a-cigarette with P . A .
ly flavored meat to bobwhite.
Dr. consumption for oine day :
bacco is s o ld : in toppy red bags, S c ;
and make fire!
Sylvester Judd of the Biological sur
Barnyard grass, 2,500'; b egga r ticks,
tidy red tins,*JOc ; handsome pound
and half-pound tin humidors and in
vey bias, held autopsies over hund 1,400; black mustard, 2,50 0; burdock,
that clever pound crystal-glass humi
dor with sponge-m oistener top that
reds of dead, and Mrs.
Margaret 600; crab grass, 2,000; cu rled dork.
keeps the tobacco in such fine shape.
R. J. REYNOLDS TO B A C C O CO., Winston-Salem, N. C
Morse Nice, of Clark university, has 4,175; dodder, 1,560; ev e n in g
prim
played detective on bobwhite. living. rose, 10,000; lambs’ quarters, 15,000; ^
Is An Unappreciated Aid
to mosquitoes known to us, accord- make tliem&e-lves believe.
In figur
They have discovered that bobwhite milkweed, 770; pepper
grass, 2,400;
ing to Professor McAtee, who has ing out a 3,500 mileage far the
is marvelously beneficent to human pigweed, 12,000; plantain:,. 22,500 rab
If bobwhite was an expensive piece reported on their foed.
Like uum- season, whileh. :s about t'a average,
kind.
Nature has not provided' such bit’s foot, clover, 30,00#; bush, clov
of
machiaiery
farmers
would
mort6rous
other
species,
they
are death the difference between 20 cent and
white
another scourge to insects and ex er, 1,800; smart wood, 2,250;
28 cent gasolfmo amounts to only
gage
t’
eir
lands
rati
ier
than
be
*'"'
Srass
.cppers..
terminator cf weed seeds.
He is vervain, 18,750; water sm a rt weed, 2,Brut as a friend pro-1 “ Another point in. favor of birds about $17 with an Overland, this for
n-cu-migratory and will, be found at 000.
The year’® comis<iirn!pti©rt by without him.
It is too had to
bis business, place 12 months of the one pair in captivity w a s 130,905 in vided by nature they fail to appire- is thie’ir ab*Iity to travel long distan-1 the entire seats.cn.
i ces, so that in. ca&e o f a local out- ^have gasoffimie so high but after a!]
date
his
value.
year.
sects and 10,422,688 wee*J seeds
; break of any species of imsect they a car is cheaper than a horse ary
“ The cure for lessening .game is
are able to rally quickly tc the spot way you figure it, and $17 extra for
and it is the cnlyi
MiiimiiiimimtimmiiiiiiiiiiiuiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiitmiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiitiiimiiimmiiimimmimiiiiitiuinnHi
imuimimimimimii less gumning,
and render good service in check a season’s, running wtill not nuke or
cure,’’ said Professor M. L’ewellyn
ins the further inereia.se of the pest.’ ’ break any automobile owner.’’
Raney, cf John Hopkins University.
— Exchange.
“ When a gunner can be made to stop
firing long enough to realize that, it j
~
“
is possible that the may listen to the X I A n T I i r n i U * * i i i r r
economic ornithologist, who is earn- H v / U 1 I I l IV I i l l l A l l i L
A fine set of sporting camps in one of M a in e 's best
estly telling what t ie real function
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a la r g e pre
of the bird in the world is. The time
serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
was when the Southern rice grow
er was justified in warring on what
Several East Sebago guides were
he called, the reed bird because of Ice Goes Out of Several Lakes recently
prevented
from rowing
his depredation® cn the crop in the j
________
' sportsmen, by fish wardens, Gray
spring and autumn.
But this basis1______________________________________ 'and Hubbard of Fryeburg as there
spot cash takes it. For further information write
for bis classification a® a game b ird !_Ganger, Me., April 29. Schoodic. su,jt 0]f
not havin Eastern states bias been, swept a- We are advised that the ice went ing been ^ 0 * * ^ tn m the cmm$,
Mr? sioner® at Augusta.
way, because this industry has van out o,f Sclhioodic lake the 24th,.
Never before
ished.
In the north it is an econom C S. Cable ha® landed one lake have wardens interfered with guides
Lewie Beil so far as is known or demanded their
ic factor o f great importance, for to trout, weight 3% lbs.
ha®
landed
three,
one
a
5% -pound, licenses, but this year wardens lave
PHILLIPS,
May, June and July 85 per cent, of
M A IN E
its food is insects.
It is very de one a 2-pound, and 15 ounces and come prepared to enforce fie law re- I
one 2Vg pounds.
The ice isi also speeding the licensing of guides and
riii)iiitMiiiiiiiiiiiiMNMiinMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiiimimimiiinmiimimMrtmiiiiiiimiijimiHmiiuiiiiiniimmri.i:iii«!i»mmi.:mimimmiiiiiiiw structive to gras®hoppers and caterpiil’^rs, particularly the army worm. out o f 'North, West Pond, on the not to confine their operations at
After the young are ab’e to fly the allores of which, a® located Camp East Sebago, but will visit every
whole family gathers for an assault Moose horns, Haskell & Brown, Prop’s. section about the State visited by
Norcrosis:
We are advised that anglers.
on the weed seed.
the ice .has gone out of tlie lakes
“ It ought to 'be a pleasure for the
reached- flnoim Noncroiss.
South to treasure fer the North this
NUW
cuR MAINE.
Sebec Lake:
The ice went out of S U S B C R I B E
efficient and- melodious harlequin of
Sebefc Lake oar April 28th.
WOODS.
$1.00 A YEAR.
f 'e meadows, just as the North
should fester the swahl. ws and oriol
NOT
SO
es, the bla:kbhrd'S and meadow larks, G A S O L I N E Q U E S T IO N
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
S E R IO U S FOR A U T O M O B I L E
which work so bravely on the cot
HP
HIS is a very inOWtSIERS.
ton bell weevil® of the South,.
The
terestirg and in
s' ere hirdis (have a bigger task be
structive be ok on mak T H E
fore them than to provide liveliness
The § aso..ine question,’ ’ said Air ing cabin boats, canoes, C A B IN BOAT
PRIMER
W entworth, i
boats, etc. It tells
for the city dwel’ler and s,pcirt for E*. Smith of the E. E.
of the various streams
the. gunners on the uplands.
They Corporation, Overland dealers,
“ is one can trip on with a
form the most important bird enemy n'°t as serious as people try to cabin boat, how to

A REAL BARGAIN

FISHING NEWS

WARDENS TO
ENFORCE THE LAW

$ 3 ,0 0 0

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. F ill out
the blank below, and mail w ith $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION B L A N K
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s

subscription to

Maine W oods (outing edition.)
N am e...................................................................... ................. .............................
Address........................................................... ............................. .......................

State ........................................................................................ ............

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
w om en
go ing
%e
B oston to w o r k o r ■ *•**? ,
a n y la d y g o in g to B oston fo r
p le a s u re e r on e s h o p p in g
t r i p w it h o u t m a le e s c o rt w i ll
fin d th e

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h tfu l p la c e to s te p . A
M o m s - H o t e l In t h e h e a r t of
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , s a fe , o o m f o r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f sccoee
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
P er p a r
t ic u la r s a n d p ric e s a d d ress

Mias Castine C. Swanson, S u p t, 11 E. Newton St.. Boeton, Mass

equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. 1 1 gives descrip
*|«KKtt-W*
tions and diagrams,!
photographs and chapters on construction-,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat.
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat. How t0
Build a Cabin Boat, T he Cabin B< at’a Equipme^
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and
“
Equipment. The Skiff or Tenrer, The Gaspin'
Launch, What to Wear. Things to Eat, Caw®
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters,
Landing Lists. Floating', Floating at Night ami in
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Mali'lft88
and Some Rope Hints, I.and ngs, Trouble*,
of the Boat. W ays of Making Money, On M*Kin»
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing. Game *n('
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, f ish and fw ®!"
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A
Boat Coon Hunt.

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, ll.Ofl-

Maine Wood*, Phillips, Main*
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HAS HIS FISHING
TACKLE READY
Proprietor Gardner

of the New

Elm House Gives Rules of
Fish Etiquette.
p. L . Gardner, proprietor
of the
Nev Elm House, Auburn, has had
fishing tackllie ready for
a
month, waiting for tine ice to go out
of tine Maine lakes.
Mr.
Gardner
says if one wants to be a real sport
he must be careful as to tine use of
the word ‘‘bite.’’
It Is a breach, in
fifth etiquette to use tills word in
connection with, anything as digni
fied as a fish rod.
If one must use
it, combine it with fish-pole,
but
when you say “ fish-rod” be sure you
get a ‘‘strike.’’
T o Illustrate Ills
point Mr. Gardner tells the follow
ing story of an Indian who manu
factures rods.
A New York broker
went into bis shop, one day, to pur
chase one of Ills famous rods and
said, “I have come to buy a fishpole.” The Indian was thdgfhly insuited and curtly replied, “ you can
go outside and get one of these. God
manufactures them!
I make fish
rods.’’—Lewiston Journal.

JAKE TO

THE RESCUE
Things bad been going pretty slow
ly on the runway for George. It w-as
half past name and lie bad been
here since Che break of day. A keen
north-east wind bad been blowing
down the cut and whistling about his
ears, and searching out all sorts of
tiny openings in bis “ outfit.’’ He had
beard the hounds running in an un
certain. sort of way about 8 o ’clock
-onoe they seemed to be skirting
the cranberry marsh Just over the
ridge—close enough to mildly excite
his interest. He had tired o f watol>
:ng a chipmunk hopping around a
fallen peine, chattering and scolding
himat the top of its strident voice,
and now a heavy sleet had set ini—
adding a last straw to his restless
discomfort.
He began to wonder
I bow Bd. was getting on up at the
i “split rock,’’ the next runway down
I the tong cut which bisects* our bunt-

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

I

We have for sale and for rent for
theseason of 1916, several cottages all
furnished in good locations on Rangeley Lake and other localities in Rangeley Lakes Region.
Local agents for the following kinds
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident.
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Burglary, Postal and Tourists’ Baggage.
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
avoid the embarrassment o f calling on
your frierds.

FURBISH & HERRICK,
Trust Company Building,
Rangeley, Maine.

Rangeley

SANDYRIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIM E T A B L E

In Effect, December 13, 1915.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmn*too for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
•15P.M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas•eager trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M.
•ad from Rangehy. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10

P.M.

Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and le a v e s at
11.00A. M.
“IRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
trainPhillips at 6 23
M.. and from Phillips and
R«n?eleyat 1.34 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.15
l1.M, and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
r'<iP. M. Pissonger trains leave S tro n g for
hrmington at 6.23 A . M. and 137 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and ltangeat 5.47 P.M. For Bigelow at 2 00 P. M. and
Kingfield at 6.50 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
•nil from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M .. and from Farm ■ngtonat 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
F. M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A . M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmingtonat6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
*15 P. M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm'ngton at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Range>t 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A .
M-Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farrn1 'Wop at 2.15 P. M.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farmtoiftonat 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P •M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M,
•“aleaves at 7.30 A. M.
FALESt Passenger Train leaves for Strong
-'50P. M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M .

at

KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at
■’ A. M. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow at.
Um
Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at
j.. A. M., and passenger train arrives from
“igelow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
or Farmington

at 12.30.

f^L O W Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
015 A. M., and departs for Kingfield and
Wmington at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train ar, Wfrom Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
0r Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

ing grounds.
Convincing himself
that the dogs must have taken the
deer down to the River away to the
South, George finally sloped arms
in the most approved “ Home-Guard”
style and wandered e ff over the
rocks. to pay a friendly visit to his
nearest neighbor.
He found
Ed
sheltering himself beneath an over
hanging rock and wondering wheth
er the trendies in. Flanders were
were any more uncomfortable than
a runway on the French River in a
sleet storm.
They exchanged views
On the subject o f the ‘‘run” —Ed
naturally enough insisting that the
deer had gone north instead south,
had crossed the narrows round Dor
othy Lake, had been shot by the
boys up there and that George had
better buy am ear trumpet. George
returned that Bd had an imagination
like a June sumiset— and after that
the conversation got down to all and
sundry.
Then the unexpected 'happened.
Crash! Crash! came the very evident
sound o f a deer running hard through
the bush.
The boys’ rifles came up
to the “ ready’’, their hearts in their
mouths—'every nerve singing
with
excitement.
Then suddenly out of
the thick swale to the bare rock—
forty yards away,—'Straight in froint,
leaped a magnificent buck, going
like mad.
Catching sight of the
hunters the buck suddenly stopped.,
and wheeled.
As he did so two
sliots rang out. then a third
from
Ed’s automatic; there was a glimpse
of a brown
body leaping away
through' the bush, an ever decreasing
crashing of underbrush., which fin
ally died away in ttihe distance, and
all was silent again. George looked
at Bd, and Bd looked at George.
“ Well, o f all the dunder-headed
asses in North. America—you amd I
should get first prize.”
Bd was
too aghast to refute the compliment.
“ George,” said Ihe solemnly,
*‘lf
you should hunt for a hundred years,
you will never get such a shot as
that again.
George, you’re am old
fool amd should, be running a shoot
ing gallery on Agnes Street. As for
me, I’m going back to camp.
if 1
can miss a buck in full view' at forty
yards I ought to .be” —.and so on and
so on.
’
There were no names too vile, no
insults too deep, no reproaches too
bitter for these valiant knights to
heap upon each other, upon their
respective rifles, upon the goddess
of their fitful luck, or upon their
heirs, administrators, executors amd
assigns, as they followed the long,
wet trail back to the Club
House.
Here they sought solace by telling
the doleful tale to the unsympathet
ic ears of some of the other boys
who had just returned
camp.
Taunts, abuse and all and every
shade of insolent mockery were lev
eled at their unhappy heads— culmin
ating in a piping query from Allen.
“ What will you say when Jake gets
back?”
\
Jake is our captain-of-the-kumt,
stern disciplinarian and unforgiving
chief.
All over Canada we are
proud c f him as the late champion
oarsman of the world, but woe be
tide the miserable wretch who wan
ders off his watch, misses the blazec
trail, or— crime c f crimes— lets the
quarry get past.
“ Tell Jake line’ll find me behind
tine stove.
Ed, you’d better run and
commit suicide.
Tine deer came out
to your stand so it’s up to you to
make excuses,’’ said George.
Meanwhile, Jake, across1 at
tine
“ Death-trap” heard th© shooting and
the tardy dogs who— rumming far be
hind the deer, had not been heard
by Bd and George— and. figuring out
that tine deer was killed.—iskirted the
big swamp, hit tine head of tine cut
and bore down to help bring in tine
spoils.
Tom and Bill from their
respective runways coming through
to the cut on tine same errand, met
one another and soon ran across
Jake, who (had reached Ed’s deserted
stamping ground, and was1 trying to
figure out wllnat had happened. Tllne
dogs lnad “ com,e through” and their
footprints in tine light snow showed
that they had taken tine' trail back to
camp.
The empty shells, and the
track o f tine' buck retreating into the
bush told tine tale as plainly as could
be; but Jake was. fair from, satisfied.
“ Bill,” said he, “ Tell me—if the
buck got away, why did the dogs go
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ee” brought the others, to his side
in a twinkling.
Another spot fur
ther on—dog tracks.—more biped—
and still more—a place where the
beaten snow showed where the deer
had fallen in his mad flight—a long
pursuit over rocks and fallen timiter,
through swamp and beaver meadow
—Jake leading the way with long
im,patient strides, picking out that
crimsoned path, and the others pant
ing breathlessly in tine rear.
At
length, close to a mile fironn where
he had been shot, they found the
object of their search—lying across
a fallen tree in a thick slash—quite
dead, with1 two bullet Uncles in Inis
shoulder.
How he had run so far
is one o f the mysteries of the hunt,
but there he was, a sure-enough fine
buck.
Can you imagine the scene in
camp later on that day, winen, hav
ing been reinforced by two mere of
our party, the little company brought
tine deer down the cut and to the'
club house door, where poor George
and Ed were still weeping on one
another’s shoulders.
Such a iriot
tine old Club House never witnessed,
such whoops, and cheers and laugh
ter.
Far down the lake an old bear
heard the noise and, growling complainingly, ambled off away from
sucln unheard of tumult. ■
When another hour later— while
dinner was progressing noisily—Ike
and Joe staggered into Camp, soak
ing wet from head to foot—hungry,
dirty, tired but triumphant, with an
other big buck to add to the grow
ing string, alL Bedlam was let loose
and the scene beggars description.
Yes, it was a great dayf ju st one
of those day® one loves to picture in
the long winter evenings, in the
great city, When one sits in front of
the bLazing fireplace with half shut
eyes and again sees the pines and
the .rocks and the silver lakes, hears
faintly the music of the running
hounds, and catches for a. fleeting
moment the old thrill of the chase.
These are the dear memories which
haunt and burn, and which will sure
ly send our ardent footsteps North
again when the maples turn to crim
son and November comes once more.

FISHING NOTES
ALL AROUND
The ice is out of iSchoodic lake
and a few fishermen have been try
ing their luck. They report that the
fish are talcing pretty good.
C. S.
Cable get one lake trout this week,
the fish weighing about three and a
half pounds.
Lewie Bell got three,
one weighing five and a half pounds.,
one weighing two pounds and 15
ounces and the other weighing two
and one-half pounds.
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LET THE FACTS SPEAK
In the 1915 ‘ ‘Field & Stream” contest there w ere 89prizes
awarded to c o n te sta n ts in classes where silk lines are usually
used. 7 w inners failed to give the name or make of the
lines they used s o they could be identified. 7 used lines
other than silk ( w i r e , cuttyhunk, linen, etc.). The remain
ing 75 winners g a v e th e name or make of the lines they
used (silk) and t h e official list is as follows:

“ Kingfisher” — The Old Reliable— 36
Von Lengerke & A o t o k ie
“ Saline”
“ Invincible”
Abbey & Irnbrie
Abbey & Lnbrie— ‘ ‘ L a k e Shore”
Mills Standard
“ Intrinsic”
Abercrombie & F itch
Gold Seal
“ Kelso”
Kalamazoo “ E x p e rt’ '

4
4
4
2
2
1
4
2
2
1
1

“ Robt. Ogilvy”
“ Classic”
“ David Harum”
“ Otselic”
“ Black Warrior”
“ Whirlpool”
“ Crimson Beauty”
Neverbreak”
“ South Bend”
“ Black Italian”
Hildebrandt

“ K in gfish er” Lines Used by Winners,
All oth er Intakes Combined,
-

36
39

Every Other Winner Used a “ Kingfisher”
W e believe th is is the most wonderful showing ever made
by any similar a r tic le . And this kind of a showing surely
means som ething.
T h e taking of record fish puts a line to a
supreme test. E xp erien ced fishermen know this. And if the
“ K IN G F IS H E R ” d id not stand at the head of the list in
popularity and fa v o r , would all these experts choose it when
so much was at s t a k e ? No, sir—not on your life! These
men chose “ K I N G F I S H E R ” because they wanted to be sure.
They could n o t a ffo r d to take a chance when they went
after record fish.
Sam ples a n d Catalog Sent Upon Request.

If you Intend Entering the Fishing Contest Write
U s f o r “ Special Information.”

E. J. MARTIN’S SONS, Rockville, Conn.
Auburn Tuesday o f la s t
week, the he -ahead of mlany others, for near
biggest weighing six porands, caught ly the whole male population of the
by Mr. Marble.
T h e oth ers were island was- on its. way to the boats.
taken by Joihn Blake, f iv e pounds;
There was a big school of mackerel
Mr. Bourassa, three p o u n d s ; R. L. and the fishermen made a good
Crocker, three pounds
and Frank Icatch.
Merrill.
When they returned the “barber by
summer” found he had lost bis pat
Trout and salmon fis.hang is much ron, for the clhair was empty. And
enjoyed in the lakes arou n d Augusta of course he lost the ten cents, o w
since the ice went outEarl Martin ■half of which hie. bad earned before
caught the first b ig S a m o a , 9 lbs. he went afishing.
But he wasn’t
D. A. Moore one at 6 pou n d s. Smelts over downcast, for as hie put it, the
of goed size and' in la r g e
numbers shave could wait but the $200 worth
are running in Cabbosse-e Center.
of mackerel he had caught as his
share didn’t come in sight every
\ /
\ 1 -------------Kennebec Journal:
We
take it day.
that Wallace Mux fie ld .
Lewiston's
veteran lather sllinger. is on a fishing
trip.
Our reason fe r s© believing is
that Sam Conner c-ame all the way
to Augusta to- get a h a ir cu t in Lon
Chadbourne’s place.

VETERANS TELL
FISH STORIES

EARLY SALMON
FISHING GOOD

When it comes to telling fish stor
ies some of the veterans of the Nat
ional Home are past masters' in the
art and need have no fear of hav
ing to take their hat off to anyone..
It was one of these star performers
who, while in Coughlin's drug store
in Augusta let go- a fish yarn that
wais by no means in the ordinary
class, as suiclhi things go.
He bad
made a purchase and in turning to
leave the store he espied ini jars
some gold fish, which bad just been
received.
“ Been fishing?” be in
quired, to which Dan1 replied that he
bad-—the day before; whereupon the
veteran paused and ais hie gazed
thoughtfully at the globes- of fish lie
continued:
“ One time me am,’ two
other fellows went fishin' up in tine
White Mountains an.’ ketched 275 of
them, fish in two hours.”

Amoni^ the successful catches last
week at Lake Cubbosseeeontee made
by local fishermen is that of W. D.
Spaulding, who landed two trout of
Do ver-Fox croft, A p r il 29.— Reports
2y2 pounds! and 7% pounds respect
from Wi Himantic at th e head of S<eively.
bec lake, say that tone e a rly salmon
alth ou gh the
Smelt fislhermen around Lewiston fishing is excellent,
and Auburn report good catches this weather of the first t w o days of the
been
cold
and
spring.
Birook trout are not very open season lias
plentiful], according to local anglers. rainy, similar to <o n d iiio n s last year
Several p a rtie s of fish
The water is very high in, the brooks, at the pool.
much to the
disadvantage of the ermen have gone to time lake from
the twin towns, w lii'e .©tliens, from
fishermen.
away are guests at th e
tw o lake
Two large black cub bears were hotels for the next fe w days. Sev
booked to
mounted at the shiop of W. D. Hinds eral Bangor parties a r e
in Portland recently.
One of them arrive at the lake tl’ <e fir s t of tibe
was shot by A. A. Turner of Lyme, coming week, among wlncm is A. L.
N. H., while the other used to have Freese c f Bangor, w h o is one of the
ibis, habitat in the woods near North most enthusiastic a n g le r s who make SUSBCRIBE NOW FOR
MAINE
visiting the
Conway.
The picture Which was an annual practice o f
WOODS AND READ ALL
published in the Portland
Sunday Sebec regions.
THE OUTING NEWS.
Telegram of April 30, was made by
C. E. Davis of that city with ibis
patented
combination
convertible
pautographic camera, and the original
If you like
is realfliy unusually goed, being con
sidered in fact as technically
per
fect, the fluffy hairs of the fur of
Casis Brackett, one o f th e famous
the cubs showing plainly, which pho
tographers admit is a difficult thing Monhegan fishermen, is said to be
to bring cut, especially in an object authority for the fo'lowiinisg story :
One o f the summer visa ter s at Monwhich is black.
begam was reclining
ha
t -e only
at all, you will
One of the first catches thiisl sea barber chair on the isla n d one bright
son from Cobbosseecontee lake was day, his face Shaven <0® on e side
like
BETTER
on exhibition in the nicirth window of side and thickly la to .ered cn the eth
than
any
other
Paine & Quinn’s store at Augusta. er, when a cry came d o w n from one
The catchi numbered five—.two sal of the headlands and w as picked up
magazine
mon and three trout—and they were and carried everyw h ere o v e r the is
home?”
*
fine specimens.
The salmon weigh land. It was “ m ackerel t o the snath“ Damfino,” said Bill, laconically.
’ard”
and
sounded
g
o
o
d
to
all.
The
ed
around
three
pounds
each
and
the
“ AM right, then,” answered Jake,
Send your name and address
The lucky ( barber snapped the r a z o r blade into
on a postcard to PEARSON’S
“ W ait here till I skirt around a few.” trout 2y2 pound® each.
MAGAZINE, 425 East 24th
1Fol lowing the buck trail into the fishermen were George Palmer and the handle, threw the im plem ent in
to a basket cm the stan d and with
Street, New York City, for a
bush for fifty yards, Jake came a- Samuel Hayes.
out coat or hat started on the run
cross a tell-tale drop o f blood on the
FREE SAM PLE COPY
earth’s white mantle, and his “ Whoop Five salmon were caught at Lake for tine shore and h is fe'oat. Nor was

MACKEREL T O
THE SOUTH’ARD

PEARSON’S
MAGAZINE
it
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ADDITION TO *
THE MUSEUM

Golly!
Think of lit! |Indeed, Mr. ALHein’s salmon are very
! ebullition o f his. enthusiasm he rushes be -made.
He says that they
England.” wonderful fish,.
dato print in an illustrated article, a:) Flies “all the way from
one w ho has' made a great discovery Who -ever heard cf such a thing. Cer “ go up into the air from three feet to
ISSUED WEEKLY
and show s the world how to do it in tainly not the ‘‘unwary reader” and six and eight feet and as often as
J . W . B r a c k e t t C o . “ my w ay” . The whole article is re certainly not, from the impression 20 times’’ and adds that they “ carry
—
dolent with a modesty that is delight-- conveyed, the “ good hearted” fisher out as much as 200 feet at the first
Phillips, Maine
The
Latest
additions to the State
rush” . Rem ark able!
He ha® well
ful.
F o r example.
He “ confesses men at U|pip.er Dam.
Museum
aqdhrium
iodide a freak
Incident
to’’ som e gratification on confound
Well, speaking of fall fishermen named them “ monsters” .
L. B. BRACKETT,
horn
pout,
brought
down
Monday from
personally
know
and ally we wonder at the necessity of a
Business Manager ing the ‘ ‘good- hearted sportsmen’’ w bom I
It i® of
(thanks for the patronizing term! have known for several years, i “ three and one half ounce Pennsyl Pittsfield' by O. E. Libby.
goodi
size
and
lias
so
many
icxulors
W hy not call them, simple
minded am almost tempted to say that they vania stream outfit” carrying 200
OUTING EDITION
that it wiasi at once natmed by ^
folk
?)
who
“
took
me
aside
and
tried
feet
of
line.
He
claims,
that
when
used English flies and Stootch lead
pages •................................................ $ 1.00 per year
spectator “ the Rainbow hornpout,"
to point out the error of my outfit” ers befcre Mr. Allen was born. They you hook a salmon “ the river seems
LOCAL EDITION
With a pink nose, white body, with
by
“
taking
more
salmon
and
bigger
full
of
submarines”
.
As
Mr.
Allen’s
18 and 16 p a g e s .................................... $1.60 per year
have them, from hundreds up, in
marking® of black, brown, green and
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub |salnuon on my featherweight rig, ciursome cases as many as 2000 to 4000 ] salmon go eight feet in, the air why almost any one might name, the
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
jing m y stay, than did any o f them flies each,, of all sizes, colors and not call them hydro aeroplanes'? Where
6 cents extra.
and som e o f them have made this descriptions and all c f them “ all the he discovered these athletic “ monst name is .not so far out df the way,
ers” we do not know.
Certainly not after all. For fear that it Might,
Ipool their mecca for years and know way from England’’.
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
be lonely in the tank with the albino
I
every
stone
in
it.”
Wonderful!
And
in
the
“
Pool”
.
»9*9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
But Mr. Allen’s “ stunts” are not
salmon because they would not chum
let m e add for the furtluer self-satis performed with “ ordinary Americanthe Act of March 3. 1879.
We note that “ fly fishing begins with him, the albino sucker, which
faction and glorification of Mr. Alien made tackle” , as he says.
This August 1st. THris is certainly a re has been stopping with the ‘‘Happy
Too Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire that som e o f the fishermen who come is
Aside
from family,”, was changed! over to the
rather disquieting because it markable statement.
to Upper Dam have fistlued
state or Maine .a to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- annuaJy
the ‘'stolid guides” who telfl us that salmon tank and everything seemed
rather
tends
to
shake
the
pedestal
« k and Outing news, and the Franklin county from Hudson Bay and
all through
upon which we have placed ham as a f y fishing begins shortly after the last night to be lovely.
ocally.
Canada
to
the
Gulf
of
Mexico,
from
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb
fisherman in comparison with the ice goes out or usually in Alay, the
Another interesting
addition on
the fa r northwest to the waters of “ good hearted sportsmen” who “ have record book shows tliat Mr,. Allen
tnd game photographs frcm its readers.
Monday
was
three
lamprey
eels, tak
When ordering the address oi your paper Florida, tw o o f Whom hold world re
come to the Mecca for years” , whose fished in June with. Iris famous Hies en from the Kennebec river by Jesse
banged, please give the old as weii as new
cords, but with, one or two except
“ theories have been, disturbed” and that “ came all the way from Eng Alexander, who can locate and land
ddresa.
ions none o f these gentlemen ever “ traditions upset” in this most un land” .
How, then, does fly fishing about any freak fish in that body
met Mr. Allen and his light tackle
And nothing but of water.
ceremonious' fashion.
For if the begin August 1st.
T H U R S D A Y , M A Y 4, 1916.
They were placed in the
until discovered in the magazine ar
gentleman will make invidious com fly fishing la allowed on the Pooh “ Happy Family” tank and: soon made
ticle in question.
However, no mat
Mr. Alien wasn't trolling them^elve® at home, even if the
parisons to the laudation of himself Heavens!
“ Salmon, trout, pickerel and bass, ter!
in
the
lake.
Where, then, do these others paid no attention to them.
and the disparagement of the fisher
snapping their tails and jumping
H e would doubtless have “ confound men of Upper Dam it must be noted “ Nos. 10 and 12 best killers” come in
with ail the gaminess of a fresh ed” them with the rest.
Now as that the “records” herein referred if fly fishing begins August 1st? In
water fish Willi disport them.selves at Mr. Allien has conveyed to hi§ read
to by Messrs. Dougherty, Palmer, tbs eyes of “ the- elite of the fishing
the second annual Maine State ex ers b ow lie “ confounded these goodj Barber and others were' made with cult” at Upper Dana “ the retention
position which opens in Portland on hearted
sportsmen,” “ upset
their- ; “ ordinary American-made tackle.”
iof anything Less than a three pound
June 5 for two weeks.,” says a Port theories and the traditions of the
Mr. Parish, some few years ago er is a crime against all laws of men
land paper.
Therefore, if you at pool” by “ taking more and bigger
This is not true.
at the age of 78, single-handed and and anglers” .
tend this exposition and fail to see fish” and has created the impression
^alone, brought to net a 12-pound sal- Any one is privileged to bring in
the tail-snapping performance promis that they had never heard of light
The game tame moose which visit
i rnoai ^ th tackle o f this same vintage. eight inch trout for the table, if he
ed you can insist on having your tackle before, and Heaven forfend!
ed
Wadithaui a few weeks ago, was
;Even the writer of this article, who so desires, and nothing is thought or
money back or institute a suit for did not use it, and that their “ pity”
making calls in Easttrook last week.
said,
about
it
and
any
fisherman
Idoes nbt pretend to be a fisherman,
damages as the result of false or mils, for him was changed into open-eyed,
Wednesday might, when returning
Iseveral weeks ago at night so dark knows tliat email trout are prefer
leading statements.—Biddeford Jour open-mouthed admiration for his afrom work, Grafton Goosing and Dav
he could barely see his line, fishing able for .eating.
nal,
cM evements, a word of defense for . from shore with a 4-ounce $4.00 rod,
Now, my enthusiastic
piscatorial id Wilbur found her beside the road,
these piscatorial mosshacks may be a 25£ No. 00 leader and No. 16 fly and friend with your “ feather
weight and drove her up to Wilbur’s. While
in order. I find that Mr. Allen came without a net. landed, from ‘ amid Pennsylvania stream outfit” , a con she was standing beside a wire fence,
to the Pool in the spring when the rocks and rips, a two-pound sal cluding word c f advice.
It is one she rubbed o ff the bell that Wilson
fishing is at its best.
Of his “ big mon and laid ham,, exhausted, on the thing for you to make your first Googins, o f Waltham, put cu while
sire was there.
Air. Wilbur got a
gest fish and more o f them” we turn shore.
On another occasion a fchree- visit to Upper Dam in Alaine, catch
horse
bell,
one
much
larger, and
t^ M s record.
I find that he was pouud two-ounce trout with, No
ft a few fish even larger, by chance,
ah U pper Dam from June 15th
to fly.
than dny one else, swell! up with they put that cn her, drove’ her
through the neighborhood, and then
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
June 25th inclusive.
In tliat time
Some years ago, Air. Lougee, now pride, go home and hug yourself with ; let her go back to the woods. Unless
Note.—The following letter, in an h e ' took eleven record fish, the largjoy
and
tell
your
friends
all
about
I
swer to an article published in the jest o f which were 5 libs. 13 oz., 4 lbs. 'incurably ill, possibly dead, at East it.
That is one thing.
It is quite someone ties her up, or break® her
Maine Woods, September 16,
1915, 7 oz., and 4 Lbs. 2 oz., and the rest Outlet Dam, Aloosehead Lake, to another thing in your enthusiasm, to to a plow, it is feared she will be
begun in September last, was laid between 3 lbs. and 4 lbs. I am told IProve a theory, nigged up his ’ rod ' make invidious comparisons, in print too neighborly fox the good of the
aside, for certain, changes, and for that he fished ail day long part o f ' with a line of Clark’s O. N. T. spool and before the world, between your garden® in the vicinity.—Ellsworth
,
_________ jS
gotten.
However to the prospective the time, with a guide to net the fish! cotton No. 60, a leader made from a self and tlie fishermen at Upper American.
single hair from a violin bow and
fishermen to Upper Dam this year, it for him.
with a loose reel brought to net two iDam. to the ridicule c(f tine latter. SO M E GOOD C A T C H E S A T SEBAmay not be too late to convey to
I find that Mr. Dougherty, an old trout o f over two pounds and three ' And despite your thinly veiled egot
their minds just what they may ex timer, w ho fishes alone with only his
GO L A K E .
pounds respectively.
This is the' ism and your illy concealed self-glor
pect to find.
“ theories and the traditions of the story as At came to me some years ification contained in your article,
I was much interested in an ar
The latest reports on the fishing
pool” fo r company, and who fishes j ago at Wilson’s; Aloosehead, Alaine. even though you “ caught more fish
ticle, written by Mr. W. A. Allen of
at
Sebago lake sliow the following
about on ly half the time, or less, iAH just ordinary “ American-made and bigger fish than any one else” at
Johnstown, Pa., entitled, “ Landlocked
catches: • B. Green* of New York,
tLis
“
Alecca
of
the
elite”
,
I
fear
caught frcm June 10th to June 12th,! tackle.”
is fckig ugdit enough fori
Salmon, the King of Fish,” publialied i
two days, the following salmon;
3 Mr. Allen?
hearted two sa.mon, three olid four pounds;
And how is it for a iyour advice to the “ good
in the magazine, “ In The Open” c,f
!bs. 3 oz., b lbs. 4 o-z., 5 Its. 14 oz., j stunt” ?
sportsmen” of Upper Dam with their C. A. Campbell cf Boston, one sal
August 1915 and copied in your issue
3 lbs. 5 cz., and 4 Lbs. respectively. 1 Mr. Allen says that “ the salmon is “ heavier rods and leaders” , fall® up mon, three pounds; Al.rs. H. M. Gunzof September 16, 1915.
I was n o t;
To burg o f Winchester, four sataonn,
not to speak o f a half dozen records' a law unto himself” and odds that “ I on deaf ears and stony hearts.
only interested but amused and und
Inter.
Not half bad for a ‘ ‘g o o d ! have seen some awfully good fisher-1men, who have caught larger fish largest seven pound®; H. AI. Wooder ordinary circumstances the article
hearted” fisherman with, “ heavier rod i men fall down flat when they have than you ^vill probably ever see and burg o f Winchester, four salmon,
might be passed by with a smile of 1
pounds; Dr. Griffen of Alalden, one
and leader.”
But let us come to Igone up against the salmon.”
We oa lighter tackle than you have ever salmon, three pounds; Airs. Coffins of
pity, but as it conveys such an air
the m uch vaunted “ feather light” rod assume, of course, that this is a case known, you bring no new and startl
of smug seLf-satisfaction, to the dis
methods, flies, Wintbrop, two salmon, two and three
and tackle.
W e have a sneaking of “present company always excepted’ ing light, no new
pounds.
paragement of the fishermen at Up
suspicion, that we have heard or for how can a salmon escape, a fly tackle, theories, knowledge, informa
per Dam, as well as some reflections
A t Lake
Alaranocook, Clarence
read o f such tackle before.
Come to that came “all the way from Eng tion or anything else that lias not |
upon. them, that are absolutely with
think o f it w© believe we have even land” in the band® of an iconoclast been known and tried long before Foote caught two trout, weighing
out foundation, a word in rebuttal
three and a quarter pounds each,
used it on the Pool.
And so have of all the theories and traditions of you ever heard of the Pooli
and defense may not be out of place
Leonar^ Townsend caught cue trout
other “ good, hearted” sportsmen. For the Pool? And besides he says else
But in conclusion we beg to thank
at this time.
In. a word .here is a
instance*
in 1893 this same MU! where tliat he “lands nine salmon ou,t you for your uncalled-for reflections 22 inches long, weighing six pounds,
Pennsylvania trout fisherman
who
and Edward Libby, one weighing five
Dougherty with a light rod, a fly of ten” .
Speaking of flies, Mr. Al and expose o f our “ theories, tradit pounds.
has whipped the streams of his nat
A. J. Knight of Worcest
then colled No. 22—the smallest len finds that “ Nos. 10 and 12 are! ions, tackle, methods, stodidiity,” et
ive state with a 3% ounce rod, as
er
and
John
H. Gray cf Fryeburg
made and the finest drawn leader, the best killers.”
Probably for Mr. a!, reflecting upon spiring and fall
any fisherman of sense ought to do,
caught a trout 7 lbs. 15 oz. In 1912, Allen, but Air. Nicholas o f Ohtfo uses fishermen alike, and your generous caught some big salmon, two of them
or a 4-ounce rod at most, who hears
Mr. Barber of Massachusetts cn a mostly Nos. 14 and' 16 and ho® pro offer to sliow us “my way” .
If we wedgliding nine pounds each, at Lake
about the “ lordly salmon” of Maine,
Kezar.
3-V& oz. rod and tackle to correspond, bably struck more salmon and lost cannot equal you in catching salmon
answers‘ ‘the call of the. wold,” packs
lauded a 6 lb. 3 oz. trout in the tow more in swift water than any “ man iu our own cumbersome fashion, may
up, bursts upon Upper Dam Pool with
FOR
MAINE
er
Pool.
Air. Palmer, several j on the Pool. Only a few evenings we not hope tliat at some future SUBSCRIBE NOW
his light tackle, ‘‘faces a battery of
WOODS.
years ago on a 3% oz. rod land-j ago he landed a six-pound four-ounce visit to the Pool you will honor us
skeptical eyes” , (note the quotations)
ed a 3 lb. 6 oz. salmon and 6 lb. 5 |salmon on a small fly but contrary with the favor of teaching us hc.w
astonishes the natives with his won
oz. trout.
On a 2 oz. rod ihe holds Ito a prevailing custom he did not to catch chubs and may we suggest
M A Y N U M BER
derful achievements, ‘‘upsets, the tra
a w orld’s record for the following; 3 pose before a camera holding
his that you do not fail to bring with
ditions of the pool, the theories of
lb. 2 oz. trout. 3 lb. 3 oz. salmon, 3 Prize at arms’ length, the common. you those flies that “ come all the
fishermen of years of experience and
lb. 6 oz. salmon.
Place 'picture seen in all out-of-door way from England” .
the stolidity of the Maine guides by
Very truly,
Dr.
Gumcmey
of
Philadelphia,
cn
oc
magazines.
He merely turned to
taking the most and the largest fish
J. W. Harper.
Mr. the crowd and said “ Anybody want
with his little Pennsylvania stream casion, uses a three-ounce rod.
Upper
Dam,
Alaine,
September,
1915.
Nicholas
o
f
Ohio
uses
light
rods
and
it?
I
don’t.”
.
He
has
a
salmon
over
outfit’’, conveying to his readers by
Air. Van Du sen of nme pounds, mounted.
this modiest declaration the impres No. 16 flies.
SOM/E S T O R Y !
Now i f Mr. Allien wants to run, the
sion that the fishermen o f
Upper New \ ork, wi.ith two world’s records,
Dam, who have fished the pool for would hardly be one of a “ battery of risk o f joining the class of “ awfully
Jim Eye, Jr., of Moose Pond, Har
years, used rods and tackle c f ques skeptical eyes” at the sight of Air. good fishermen who have fallen mony village during the heavy <^owtionable weight, derricks probably, A llen’s wonderful 3% -ounce rod. Only down flat before the salmon” let week’s Rockland Opinion with the
and sat around like bumps on a tog a few days ago Air. Parsons of Ohio Mm discard his Nos. 10 and 12 flies following:
<ju open-eyed, open-mouthed, astonish landed a five-pound' 14-ounce trout on and u,se only No. 16 with a 00 leader j A queer thing happened at Har
^ll,e rips below “ M o rrill’ Rock” ! mony village during the heavy snow
ment at his wonderful skill. And the a 2% oz. rod and it took him, an hour .
remarkable thing about this remark and a half to do it. And, with, the ex and “ land hd» nine salmon out of storm o f April 9th.
A man from
SCme Guilford started on horse back to go
able performance is, to the farther ception o f Air. Dougherty, not one of every ten” and th e n -w rit*
disparagement of the bumps, that he these gentlemen ever heard of Air. more about At.
to St. Albans.
The storm
kept
Incldemuujy Mr y „ r><IlSan o ! New
styles himself a veritable “ greenhorn” Allen or lids famous “ Pennsylvania
growing tougher and finally night
Of
course
this being hiis first experience, and stream outfit” before.
,W; '° !,0,WS V ° ' vor,<l'« records came, on and lie could not see a
who had, apparently, never befcre they do not claim either the skill or caught last year two trout o f 6 1-16 house or aiiy place of shelter but
seen a salmon in hij® life. Truly tide the success of Air. Allen, who from and 6 5-16 pounds respectively but saw a stub sticking up cut c f the
E d ite d b y C H A R L E S BRADFORD
is very wonderful to say the least his own statement lands “nine sal- presumably not according to “ my snow about two feet amid making sure
The
only all-angling publication in
This may way” .
and in his self-appreciation and the m oa out o f every ten” .
it was solid, he threw this bridle America. Devoted entirely to fishes
be due to th* awe-dinspiring reason
Speaking o f the hah,its o f tine sal rein, over it and put a 'blanket over
and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
which lid gives as follows:
“ Lest mon Mr. Allen says, “ Salmon rise
the horse and lay down for a nap. ments, 3 cts. a word. Display, 25cts.
Have your fish and game mounted by the unwary reader be deceived into
very slowly to the Ey and do not During the1night there was a sudden
a line.
L. H. Beach, registered taxidernrs\ trying any such ordinary stunt with
take it coming up t* t take it going j change in the temperature and the
Subscription, $1.00 a year. Single
Woodland. Mrine Satisf iction guara l- ordinary American-made tackle, I will
down, therefore you must give them snow aim melted off and when h*
teed: Send for price list
copy 25 cts.
say tliat my leaders and file® come more time’’. Comment on tillAs is un
awoke next morning he was lying
L. H. BEACH,
The Nassau Press*
all the way from Engi’and and are necessary.
It i® referred to alii on the steps of the new church and
Woodland,
Maine
Richmond
Hill,
L. I.,N. Y*
the finest andi strongest that can salmon fishermen.
It is to laugh. hfe honse was' hanging on the steeple.

MAINE W O O D S

MOOSE GETTING
NEIGHBORLY

THE TRUTH ABOUT
UPPER DAM POOL
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CLASSIFIED
cent ■ word In advance.

N o headline or

rdiayflay. S ubjects in a. b, c. order

FOR SALE—Desirable bouse lots in
Phillip®.
Address Maine Wood®.

W O O D S,

P H IL LIP S ,

E, M A Y 4, 1916.

! am fiX'-iks the hear had cubs near
HERE, THERE
by.
AND EVERYWHERE Our West Franklin correspondent

-they’re driving
the $615 Overland

FOR SALE— Pressed hay. Small pigs
and ©heats. B. F. Beal, Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
•ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light.
’Pho<ne 14-4. R. C. Ross,
Phillips, Me.

M A IN

Model 75

_________

reports the capture there of a rare
bird'—the first of the kind ever seen
the,re. The bird was captured Tues
day of last week by Athol Smith,
who was working cn the log drive
near the railroad bridge. For a while
it had all the Ob,cal ornithologists
guessing, but after much, discussion
Tihe first Kennebec shad was and research), it was identified as a
blue rail, native to Florida, but imicaught Monday nig,hit by A1 Ridley of
grant in summer as far North as
Bath while drifting near Jones' eddy. Canada.
It was an 8-pound roe Shad and was
sent to Boston, where someone wa,s
Whenever you write to one of our
willing to pay 80 cents or more per advertisers, don’t forget to mention
pound for the delicacy.
Maine Woods*
It Is important to

Real mud turtles are grown in
Danforth waters as is proven by a
little one recently taken from Baiskkahiegan lake, weighing about
80
pounds.

615

Roadster $595, both f. o. 6. Toledo

W i t h E le c tr ic Starter and E le ctric Lights
Four Inch Tires

FOR SALE—The W . C. Beal farm.
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Mie.

you to do so; important to us and
Moose are so tame up in Otis the advertiser naturally wants to
that a big bnllll is reported to have know whore you found his name.
followed a party who had gone into
Dutton woods to clear uip the spiles,
pails, etc., after the close of the
season’s sap work, all around during
that operation, apparently much in
terested and perhaps longing/ for
some sa,p or sugar.
He was not
disturbed and remained in the woods
when the party left..
William F. Nye is the great
est
authority on refined oils in the
The salmon catch on the Penob
scot river is scattering, and
al world. He was the first bottler; has
though many persistent anglers whip the largest business and NYOIL
the pool in all kinds of weather, the is the best oil he has ever made.
catch has hardly averaged one a day
NYOIL
since the opening of the season, due
HAS
NO EQUAL.
to weather conditions and the mud
dy water.
No catches have been
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
reported from the down river weirs.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives peifect lubrica
Last Friday George Cunning ia/ns, tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
of West Ellsworth, missed a s. eep your firearms and your rod. You will
from his pasture, and going to search find it by far the best. Hardware and
for it, came across a bear eating u.a spomng goods dealers sell it in large
(cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
carcass.
The bear had boldly en bottles
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
tered the pasture-—a small one near
W iM . F . N Y E ,
the buildings, and mostly open land—
killed the sheep and dragged it
New Bedford, Mass.
tl.rough the fence.
Mr. Cunning-

FOR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
W rite
for particulars. D. R. Ross, Phillips,
Me.
WANTED—Dressmaking at my home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phillips.
Both
phones.

Where are the proud ones who wouldn’t get an automobile until they could
get a real one?
Where are the brave ones who sacrificed pride and comfort to economy?
Where are the experienced ones who drove big expensive cars because they
FOR SALE—Barred Rock eggs. Good
couldn’ t get a small inexpensive one which could give them the accustomed
cross of prize 'winning birds. Special
thrills?
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50
Where are the comfort lovers who couldn’ t stand crowding and creaky,
cents.
Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me.
bumpy riding?
Where are the fastidious ones who had to have every convenience which
WANTED— Outside and inside paint
an up-to-date automobile affords?
ing and paper hanging. W. S. Kel
They’re all driving the small, light, economical $615 Overland.
ley, Farmers’ 'phone 10-12.
People who never owned a car—
People who owned lesser cars with apology and discomfort—
People who owned larger, heaver cars and counted the cost—
FOR SALE— High class, well bred
All have found their ideal in the small, light, inexpensive, roomy, comfor
bay gelding; fast at either gait.
table, easy riding, powerful, completely equipped, $615 Overland.
Weight about 1100.
"Work single or
You, too, will find in this car all that you have been wishing and waitirg
double.
Nice gentleman’s horse and
for.
good enough to race at the fairs.
And you can have your wish, but the rush is on, so .don’ t wait longer.
Particulars address W. C. Pullen, |
Come in and get your car.
Walnut Hill, Me.
—or tell us now w7hen you will want it.
FOR SERVICE—White Chester boar, j
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.

S. G. HALEY, Agent
Phone No. 8-12

Phillips, Me.

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
SMOKERS— Cur ‘‘ Made in* Ohio’’ j
little stogies are just what you have j
been looking for.
Made from the j
same tobacco as the Ampere, a lead-!
ing 10-cent cigar of this section. Box
of 100 prepaid, $1.55; box o f 25 Am-1
peres, prepaid, $2.50.
Harmon
&
Roth), Mansfield, Ohio.

‘Made in U. S. A.”

FOR SALE—Pure, graded north land
oats, yielding 42 pounds per acre and j
100 bushels per acre. Why sow foul
ed, light oats and harvest 2i> to 30 !
bushels.
W. S. Dodge, Salem, Me.

t;,xnv;

fa

gul>VV*'."‘ta'riX

mm

P M fP l

BENAZE—Advertised in this issue,
will be sold at a bargain as we have
two other stallions.
W. T. Hindis.
FARMERS o f Phillips and vicinity. 1
am repairing the old grist mill! for
custom grinding, and suggest, in view
of Chicago prices, that you plant a
grain crop this spring.
Shall make
a specialty of corn cob provender
and graham.
WTi:i put iin a flour
mill if enough wheat can be pledged
to warrant expense. Wim. B. Smith.
CAMP furnished, five rods from
water. Best sheltered cove on Rangeley Lake.
Four to six persons.
Motor and rowboats.
Ellis Bros. Co.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given, that the
Rangeley Trust Company o f Rangeley, Maine, has been notified in writ
ing that book of deposit No. 105 is
sued by said bank, has been lost and
that the owner desires to obtain, dup
licate thereof.
RANGELEY TRUST CO.,
By H. B. McCard, Treasurer
Rangeley, Maine, April 18, 1916.
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ENUFF

LOTTA

SUN

RAIN

Nothing hut N AT U R A L L Y
good tobacco
T hat’s all.
T h a t’s all that goes inside Perfections to give
them their unusually mild, yet refreshinglygood taste.
But you’ll come right back for Perfections
e v e r y tim e because they’re

JUST NATURALLY GOOD
O E T T L M Y m TOBACCO(0
HAKUtACTU*£RS

M APS OF M A IN E
RESORTS A N D R O AD S
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps o f the fishing regions o f the
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow
ing maps:
.50
Franklin County
.50
Somerset County
.60
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.60
Washington County
1.00
Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
R, R. map of Maine
.36
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.50
Hancock County
.35
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.50
Penobscot County
.36
Waldo County
.35
York County

J. W B R A C K E T T
Phillips]

-

C O .,

M aine.

CIGARETTES

Also pack'd20forlOt

M A IN E

6

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , M A Y 4, 1916.

BOOKS

WILL SEE NOTHING AVERAGES 97
BUT COAT-TAILS
AT THE TRAPS

T h e following books are endorsed
Ice and Snow Along the Shore to Archie Julian
Astonishes Old
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
Pack Fish In.
Timers With His Wonderful
pers and sportsmen in North America.
T h e information they contain is re
Form.

firmest H. Perry of Lewiston telLs
of a fine string cf brook trout
which ihte saw tine first of the week.
Tlney were oauiglhit in Royal river
by three men from,1 Portland: and the
fish were beauties—one of them ten
inches long.
“ It is mot often.,” says
Mr. Perry, ‘‘that one cam fimdi tee
and snow along th© shore in which
to pack hflis fish.’’
Mr. Perry cian
luardliy wait himself to “ wet a liiime.”
“ I eould1 ItiE a caJmipi for fisherjmem
from mow ’till! September,” says hie.
“ Mem who are anxious to get cut cf
New York and get (next to the brook
and stream.”
Mr. Perry isn’t the
only one.
H. H. Hamsom of Auburn,
who went over to New Jersey to
see hi® grandiclhilidren a few days
ago, Hardly dared rum the risk, for
fear that during his visit the ice
would leave Siebago or Moosehead.
When, the ice leaves: Moosehead, you
won’t see anything of him: but coat
tails.
Last year he was the first
sport on Moosielhead, after tine ice
broke.
It was 'blowing a gale and
colder than winter but Mr. Hamsom
fished just the' same. Men like him and
Perry say that fishing is. the one
pleasure that never grows old or
'Stale.
No omo ever hiad too much
of it.
All over tolls part cf Maine
mem. are watching favorite brooks.
When they are “ ripe,” they will be
doing a marathicm for them.
“Tihe
lake fishing will! be. very good thlis
year,” say the wise acres.
“ When
the season opens late fishing is much
better than, when it opens earLy.’’-—
Lewiston Journal.

Out on the Pacific Coast, where
crack shots: seem to be sprouting up
almost every day, th© old timers are
talking about anotner prodigy.
T. us
time, it’s Archie- Julian,, 18 years oOd,
of San Diego, a youngster wlho has
acquired such Skill that trapishooiters,
old in. the gam©, are beginning to
worry about their own standing. Ar
chie made 96 2-3 per cent, this sea
son.
Cut of 300 targets, he dropped
only ten—a real achievement.
And
how do.es he do it?
Those in th© “ know” say Archie
has mastered; the knack of correct
leading.
It’s the rock upon which
so many sportsmen have wracked
their chances to get into; the inner
circle of famous shots1. Archie's got
it, howieveir, and his wonderful scorns
are attributed largely to his skill in
this direction.
His- position is easy
and graceful.
Moreover, he has: nev
er acquired bad habits in gun point
ing, which so many youthful shooters,
and olid ones, too, have to unlearn
before they cam. enter the preferred
class.
Archie times' nicely, gets- to
the clays in a hurry with Ms Rem
ington. pump gun, and exhibits a cool
ness and stolidity that is unusual.
The best score made by this youth
ful prodigy is 97x100.
Upon this
enviable record he stands among
the peerless ones in the trapshooting
world.
There is n,o youth of 18
years on. record with such a score.
Thousands of shooters have tried for
years to get in this class, but with
out success'.
Many cf the older gem
eration are still struggling to attain
a standing in the 90’s.
Great things are predicted for Ar
chie by the trapshooting sages of
the West. He has undoubtedly prov
While no phenomenal catches have en himself to be a member of the
been made ait Seibago Lake, some of charmed circle with his record of
the successful fishermen were as fol 96 2-3 per cent, for the season. Here’s
hoping he’ll make a century.
lows :

GOOD CATCHES
AT SEBAGO LAKE

J. Boullet, Sebago Lake, one sab
mom, three pounds; C. Martin, Sebago Lake, on© salmon, two pounds;
R. S.. Clark, New York, two salmon,
five pounds; H. L. Fallen, New York,
■two> salmon, four, three pounds; H.
Clark, New York, one salmon, three
pounds; Dr. Griffin, Malden, two
salmon, three pounds, each; C. Munch,
Malden, one salmon, three pounds;
Dr. Thayer, New Bedford, one sal
mon, six pounds.; Mr.
Samburger,
Boston, an© salmon, three pounds.
Lake. Kezar—Fish cf good size are
being taken from Lake Kezar this
season and the larger ones average
about nine pounds'.
Several big
ones were taken, yesterday, of which
th© following is an, account: W. H.
Hatch, Cornish, on© salmon., ten
pounds.; Harold Gray, Fryeburg, one
salmon, nine pounds:; I. A. Andrews,
North Lovell, one
salmon,
ten
pounds; Mr. Johnson, Boston,
erne
salmon., eleven, pounds.

CATCHING SOME
BIG ONES
The Lewiston Journal of last Sat
urday says:
“ F. S. Neal of Auburn and William
Shrafft of Boston are (having great
luck fishing in Sebago lake.
On
Thursday Mr. Sdhrafft caught a sal
mon that tipped the scales* at 1114
pounds, another on© weighing seven
pounds and- a third' that showed up
at four pciuin(dis.
All '.this,
time
“Joe’’ was not idle.
He first took
■in a .salmon that weiigihied TVz pounds
and an hour later took
another
weighing 3V2 pounds.
The two gen
tlemen are stopping at Thompson's
cam.p ©ai the lake and as long as
this .sort o f luck follows them there
is no telling when they will' return.”

L e t W i l l i a m Tell
D o n ’ t ta k e our
word for the extra
g o o d n e ss o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red W in 
ter W heat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
lea rn w hat y o u r
baking w ill gain
through

liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered by these
works.
T h ese books should be in the
hands of every man who goes into
the woods, either for pleasure or
profit.

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
,
instruction
u
tells how to trap.p’W f \
s n a r e , poisonj fjg,
'/
and shoot. A
valuable b o o k
for trappers. If
all the methods
as given in this
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had
rujiWWmM
A A"1
VjlSPa,
vi>J
begun trapping
■
when Columbus
discovered
America, more, *;
than four hun-p*
dred years ago*
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire,
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

McKe n z ie

t r a d in g

c o .,

Ph il l ip s ,

m a in e .

in a

practical man
the training,
handling, treatment,
breeds, etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of in-________
structions f o r
A
trappers about these

STEEL TRA PS

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents. .

E S C R IB E S the
various makes
D
nd tells how to use

FDR FARMING

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

T

E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc {>
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to jrij
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
46 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The Outfitting’ Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink. W olf and Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver.
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
and Rabb ts, Training the Deer Hound, Training Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
ing and Caie o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal.
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued), The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The sary. A Heroic Adven tire. Wild Oxen. Long Lake
I Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound, Pointers Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Price, postpaid, ciotb bound 60 cents
j Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt|er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

I

S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this wdrk is inscribed.
It is not intendedfor the ‘Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

'them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
iThis book contains
J 3 3 3 Pages, 5 x 7 in.,
®'and 130 illustrations,
^printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, ciotb bound 60 cents.

CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS

T

H IS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and_________________ _
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the" Woods, Pack Straps,
Tack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, firearm s,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, ciotb bound, 60 cents.

Price, postpaid, ciotb bound, 6 0 cents.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa-(
per. The most com
plete book on how
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Whereto Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
ciotb bound, 60 cents.

CPFflAI
h.

e s c r ib e s

D
ner,

J J E S C R IB E S the
fur-b e a r i ng
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i on, w i t h

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

SEND HLL
ORDERS TO

c.

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

BOOK of 1
information i f
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
iTOI
ures, their habits, I I
q
fA R M I N G
care, etc., and is
th e recognized
M f f z ..~ r
authority on fu r
raising—now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.

Price, postpaid,

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

SCIENCE OF FISHING
MINK TRA PPIN G

A

BOOK of in__
struction, giv-f"
ing many methods|
of trapping. A val-fi
uable book for trap-’
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you | § m
want to know, that!
is if you want to,
catch mink. This?,
book is edited by I
A. R. Harding, con- '
tains about 50 illus-p
trations and nearly)
200 pages, and is[
d i v i d e d into 2op
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Untisual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
T raps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

H E most practi
cal book on fishever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
I as for those who
I never have.” This
book describes the
fish, .tells their habits
and HOW, W H EN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
MBS the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
•Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents
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Phillips,
Maine

Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to MAINE W OODS, outing edition
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H. S., Wallingford, Conn.
1. Would you kindly tell me if a
38-40 caliber cartridge for rifle could
be used in a Marlin, carbine using
.44 caliber Winchester?
Ans. No.
2. If they could be used as above,
would the 38-40 leading set be used
for loading a .44 Winchester cart
ridge?
Ans. No.

Ans. No.
IN THE HILLS
2. Plow am the Stevens 12 gauge
shotguns as com,paired with, other
(Written for Maine Woods.)
makes in regard to shooting quali
When
with huntin’ ,we are weary,
ties ?
——
Send Questidn5^tO/]yir L
An’ the sunset trail seems, dreary,
care o f this^paper.
Ans. It would not be fair for me When the deer upon our shoulders
2
<2^
v
to answer this or any other quest
seem® to weigh, about a ton,,
ion about comipariative virtues, of
£> J
Jim, the guide, juts’ ©tarts a-singvarious brands of arms.
in’,
3. What load and what size shot
Sets the hills an’ wood® a-rtogiin’,
would you advise to use in hunting An’ the sports aili take a bracer an’
deer where the laws; are such that
chime in to join the furl.
V. R. B., Annville, Pa.
they have to be killed with, a shot
1. X have decided to purchase a gun?
Say, the world seems
quickly
.303 Savage rifle and would like to
brighter,
Ans. The sportsman Like thing to
know the best reduced load for this
do is to use a solid one ounce sin An’ our burden feels, much lighter,
gun for work up to 200 yards.
gle ball load if the laws permit.
If Ag we swing into the chorus we jus’
Ans. I would use the lead the
hike the trail aoflmg,
the laws restrict you to
buckshot
makers of the rifle recommend.
you can get in the standard loads.
“ Swanee River” brings a tingle,
2. Can. I get cartridges in which
Sets our tiredi nerves a-jingle,
it is safe to load King’s semi-smoke
As our voice© chime an’ harmonize
less or any other good semi-smoke
the oT familiar song.
SMALL BORE SHOOTING
as high on the upper arm as possible. less powder?
How much: powder
The arm in combination with the should be used ?
All day long we’ve wandered wide
There seems to be cun idea among strap then forms a triangle which, is
Ans. No, this style cartridge is
ly,
big game hunters and military rifle one of the recognized forms in which not adapted fer use of any but
But
at nightfall we sit idly,
shots that shooting with a .22 cali material is placed to secure rigidity. smokeless powder.
Simply loilfl right back a-singin’ in
ber rifle is a child's pastime and un There does not seem to be any prac
3. The Ideal Hand Book says in
the flliick’rin’ campfire glow,
worthy of any male who has reached tical method of applying a sling strap regard to bullet No. 311243 that it
Nerves relaxed, an” minds a-moonthe long trouser stage. Nothing could to the conventional light, weight re should be composed of Ideal bullet
in’,
be further from the truth. The pro peating rifle so as to permit its use i metal No. 2 (1 part tin to 10 . parts
As our voices, gaily tunin’,
f<<r
this
class
of
shooting.
I
have
head.)
Could
this
be
safely
reduced
blems involved in. high power riflie
Raise the old songs; with their mem’shooting are practically ailp resen t: tHed it myself and the result so far tc 1 part tin to 20 parts lead or 1 Knowing a little about birds and
ries of the days of*long ago.
animals
and
having
occasionally
Inminiature rifleshooting, as it
is Ilas been unsatisfactory. I am still j to 30 or 35 without danger of lead
however, ing the barrel?
I want to reduce written about them, many people
called in Enedand.
If a ntun lea rn s working on the problem,
Sunset dies, with shadows failin’,
think that I ought to be able to an
how to 111i Id and sight a .22 <lallber and if I find any solution of it you Ithe wear on the rifling if possible,
An’ a lonesome toon is callin’,
rifle and can mak.e good scores at may be sure I will announce it in j Ans. You will not get proper swer all questions in regard- to them.
Till hi® wild voice starts the echoes
short ranges with this w,3apem I: e this Column as numbers of shooters results if you do.
There is practi Now comes a request from Buxton,
that abide in yonder hills,
has laid an excel er.t fouu dati on for would prefer to use thiedr regular .22 cally no wear on a barrel when alloy asking me to define the badger.
Comjfort reigns, among our mem
Many
people
confound
the
hedgehog
skill "with an arm y rifle alt bdu;Eh lie caliber hunting rifles rather than pur bullets are used and so far as that
bers,
may neve:r r.ave fired a shot from chase a special model.
goes., the friction of the full metal :r porcupine with the badger. They
Miidist the glowing, redd’ning emb
are
not
at
all
alike.
We
have
all
th-e large - w eapon .
Any one
who
Next week there will be more cn cased bullets causes ' (comparatively
ers,
little of the wear which finally puts heard that the artist uses the hair
was presiHit at tke Peeks!til shoot
Till
the
Might Wind with- Ins- Slumb
a rifle in the scrap heap.
Most cf oi the badger as a brush to do his
o ' tlie Ne W York public sc
I boys
er Song our dreary senses, fills.
finest
work
with.
Now
I
will
try
c-erta
the wear is really not wear at all
will
inly' bear• me cut i®i this O. W. P., Marathon, N. Y.
to answer our Buxton friend and all
stateiment
At th:is shoot 1urge manI notice in your column a question ]but neglect on the part of the shootBut when winter nights we’re
bers of boys from the public schools |in regard to length of shotgun bar- |er and the res t o f it is due to gas others who may be interested in
thinkin’,
of Now York, who were good ir.arks- jrels, and would like to ask why cutting and erosion, for alii Ameri “ Digger the Badger’’ (Medie®) a fam
In our ol’ armchair a-blinkin’,
ily
of
plantigrade
carnivora
possess
men with the .22 rifle, shot the G ov -( S(11Ue manufacturers
advertise and can game except possibly moose and
ing greatly elongated bodies and short Back our wayward mind©1 will wand
Am I right?
eminent Springfield at the 210 and crack up the 36 and 40 inch barrel grizzly.
er to the campfires cheery
limb® each of which) furnished with
Ans. Yes.
500 yard ranges and the scores th e y , shotguns for long range hard shooting
blaze,
five
toes
provided
at
their
extremi
4.
The
muzzle
energy
in
foot
made wrould be eyeM>peners to those and recommend them fer wild geese
An’ we find ourselves a-siigbiln’,
ties with, long powerful claws by
who sneer at the humble .22.
and foxes if the short barrel is just pounds is 1593 and 1658 with the means of which they form deep bur
For the songs; as daylight dyin,’,
regular
loads
and
therefore
heavy
Small bore shooting as conducted as good.
Our old band of brothers sang them,
rows
in
the
earth..
The
oarnassiaf
enough.
by the civilian clubs associated with
up among the wood! and ways;
Ans. 1 do net remember having
tooth which in tbe bear is wholly
the National Rifle Assccliati.cn is at seen an ad recently talking about
Kenneth Fuller Lee.
tuberculate, is in the badger provid
S. E. T., Utica, New York.
5 yards indoors and 50 and 100 yds- |shotguns having 36 and 40 inch bar
ed
also
with,
a
cutting
edge.
Their
If I cut about eight or ten inches
outdoors.
The indoor target has a rels.
There is no getting away
whole dentition being specially abull’s-eye 2 inches in diameter (With from scientific tests cn the subject. off the barrel of an ciLd Springfield
dapted to the partly vegetable, then
inner rings *4 inch apart, the center The 28 or 30 inch barrel for all prac Government .rifle, 45-70, which, is 33
partly animal diet on, which they sub
inches
and
too
heavy
and
lessen
the
or ten ring being
inch in diamet tical purposes is just as efficient as
sist.
er.
In other words, the 7, 8, 9, and any longer barrel, and it is very weight, will it shoot as weld as be
fore
with
.shot
and
ball,
cartridges
at
The badger differ® from ail other
10 rings are in the black c f the buLl’s- much easier to handle.
a
shorter
distance?
mammals
in having tbe lower jaw so
eye.
The standard target has six
Ans. Yes.
articulated to the upper by means
■Some of the cottage owners along
bull’s-eyes on it arranged in a circle C., Hemlock, N. Y.
of at transverse condyle firmly locked j
shores of Cobbosseeccnitee are
abound the center of the target, the
1. I have a .38-72 Model 1895 H. I. L., Troy, New York.
into a long cavity of the cranium ■already planning to move out to the
object o f this arrangement being to
rifle. W ill you please tell me how
1. What is the “ point blank’’ that dislocation of the jaw is all butj lake for the season, and; a few weeks
economize on paper and in the time
far it will shoot accurately, also its range of the .22 long rifle cartridge impossible, and this, enables those j wjl 1 find several of the cotta,ges, open,
necessary to change targets.
T is
penetration.
I want to use it for ’ ’i a six-inch, barrel revolver?
creatures to maintain their hold with It is, reported that Dr. Julian Wildtarget must be placed twenty-five
deer and bear.
Ans. In the words of the old tale, the utmost tenacity. The European i€,r 0f Augusta1expects to move out to
yards from the muzzle of the rifle.
In badger (Meles-Taxus) may be taken J
Ans. It is accurate from 300 to “ There ain’t no sucb animal.’’
Hammond’s Grove cottage this
All indoor sheeting by civilian
500 yards.
The black powder lead common practice a point blank range a« typical of the entire family. It week, and C. J. Higgins,, who is ah
clubs is done s o w fire and from the
bullet load penetrates 16 inches in is considered to be the distance over is nowhere abundant but is found ■so one of the pioneers, will probably
prone position.
The most popular
soft pine; the soT point smokeless which, the bullet well shoot without over the entire nor.tli.ern part cf Eur- move out to his cottage at Robbins’
nfles are those weighing from seven
It is a quiet, inof Point on the west shore of the lake
load penetrates 15 inches. It should dropping sufficiently to bother the ope and Asia.
to eight and one-half pounds of the
sportsman,.
This distance naitural’y fensive animal, nocturnal and solitary the first of May.
be satisfactory for deer and bear.
singleshot type.
2. Which one of these guns do depend® cn the velocity of the bullet in its habits, sleeping by day in its
The rules regarding sights permit
you think is the strongest and most and the size of the target to be burrow” and issuing forth, at night to
Every Issue of Maine Woods oarthe use of any sights net containing accurate:
I suppose you refer to a feed on roots, beach-anast, fruits, the
32-20, 44-40 or .45 Colt shot at.
ries
a Fresh W hiff of the
Pine
glass.
Most of the shooters use a single action weighing from 40 to 45 small target.
If you do, 1 should eggs of birds, and some of the small
front sight of the aperture type,
say
that
25
yards
would
be
about
all
Tree
State
with
it.
Why
Not
Sub
er
quadrupeds,
fregs
and
insects,.
It
ounces?
which sight consists c f a stem, and
that the .22 long rifle used in a re is said to dig up wasps’ nests in ord scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
Ans. The 44-40 is the most power
a loop, the bull’s-eye being centered
volver will shoot without an appreci er to eat the larvae, as the rate!— the Year.
ful
of the three revolver cartridges
in the hole in the loop.
The rear
a closely South African form—is said
able drop.
you mention.
My preference would
sight is a peep si^iht and is placed
2. On a rifle for deer shooting to rob the bees of their honey. The
back on the tang of the rifle as near be the .45 Colt.
which, do you. consider the better, a male and female are seld'can seen
3. Do yc,u think the Celt New straight or piptcil grip and a rifle or together, and are supposed to trace
to the eye as possible.
The rules
also permit the use of a sling strap Service revolver a better model than shotgun buttplate?
each other by means, of the odor cf
and consequently
everybody
uses the single action?
Ans1. I prefer the pistol grip and the secretions contained in a gland
Ans. Both, will do excellent work. shotgun buttplate.
one.
This is fastened to the fore
ular pouch beneath, the tail. Although
arm or th e ' barrel at a point a few
the badger does not seek to attack,
inches forward of the point grasped J. A. Z., Toronto, Out.
yet, when driven to bay, it’s great
H. J. C., Jackson Corners, N. Y.
by the left hand.
There is consid
1. Willi you give me the address
hide
1. Will a 12 gauge shotgun with muscular powers and tough,
erable skill and knowledge involved of the Jeffery rifle and the weight of 30 inch, barred® full choke kill ordin renders it a formidable antagonist,
in the proper use of a eling strap. bullet, also price?
ary game any further than a 26 inch was often seen in tbe day®, now
Ans. TC e Jeffery rifle is made in barrel with the same bore?
The user may use it in. such a way
happily gone by when badger-baiting
as to obtain great benefit or he may England Lin a number of different
was a favorite amusement of the
apply it in such, fashion, that it 6s weights and for various cartridges.
English peasantry.
I thank this
positively a detcriment.
The best, The price also varies. Abercrombie
ought to be a fiair description as "'ell
way is to have it run bach from the Ac Fitch of New York City are the
as a good answer to my Buxton
point at which it is fastened on the agents in this country.
friend, also to others who may be
Your Family deserves
2. Is it true that the Savage .303,
right side of the left wrist to a point
interested.
the Best
26 inch round barrel springs whten
Until another call I remain yours (
fired ?
in Love of birds and animals.—O. P. j
Ans. Sure. So does every other
Greene in Biddeford Journal.
rifle barrel from the .22 up.
The
Saco, JVfe.
spring
or
flip
is
constant
and
does
is many times obliged to act as nurse
^ will bring it to them
and doctor to some member of the not affect the accuracy in any rifle.
ADVERTISE IN MAINE WOODS.
family. A nd she usually knows what
C o Rare Issues a Year—all of the
to do when the husband complains of L. M. G., Kutztown, Pa.

IG

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

THE BADGER
DESCRIBED

COTTAGE OWNERS
MOVING TO LAKE

THE YOUTH’S
COMPANION

A Farmer’s W ife

feeling poorly, or the children are
out of sorts. She believes in simple
remedies, and knows that their timely
use usually keeps away anything seri
ous. Many a farmer’s wife has learned
to have perfect confidence in L. FAtwood’s Medicine. She finds it good
when a stomach needs strengthening,
a liver regulating, or a severe head
ache must be relieved.
This timetried and reliable remedy does men,
women and children a world of good,
for it keeps the system in order and
has a tonic effect on overworked
stomachs, livers and nerves.
B u y a 3 5 c b o tt le at y o u r n ea rest store,
o r w rite t o -d a y f o r fr e e s a m p le.

**L. F.” Medicine Co.,

Portland, Me.

1. Could you refer me to some
gunsmith who would be able to build
a muzzle loading rifle?
Ans. I do not know cf any gun
smith who makes a specialty of muz
zle loading rifles.
2. There is on-e man by the name
of Niedneir in the East who was .rec
ommended to me. Ccu’d yen kindly
five me hcls address and the address
of others who could do this work?
Ans. The address you wish, is A.
O. Niedner, Malden, (Mass. Ycu might
also try H. M. Pope, 18 Morris Street,
Jersey City, N. J.

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
O pposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.C0 per day and up.

ABSO LU TELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet

STORER

F.

CRAFTS

G en .

Manager

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenrsu
Known the world over for exce'lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-

-

Maim

PALM ER IENGINES AND
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

very best—and the most also.
Twice as much reading as any
monthly magazine gives.

9

Great Serials in 1916, and
also 2 5 0 Short Stories ...

Rare Articles by Specialises, E d i
torial Page, Fam ily Pag^, Boys’
Page, G irls’ Page, Children’ s Page,
Doctot’ s Advice, and ‘ ‘tons of fun. ’ ’
SEND TO-DAY.
$2.00 for fifty-two,
Issues for 1916. Companion Home Cal
endar for 1916 included if you send at once.

THE YOUTH’ S COMPANION, Bo.ton, M a«.
T hree C u r r e n t Issu es S en t F ree.
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Miss Lulene Pililsbury of Lewiston

Girlis and later a ball gam© was
SEVERAL TOWNS
played between rival teams of the was the week-end guest of her par
Scouts.
Mjiiss Soule was as*sisted by ents, Mr. and Mirs. George R. PiiLl®She returned to her duties at
FORM UNION Mrs. E. R. Myshrail, Miss Ormenta bury.
the Lewiston Y. W. C. A. Monday

Corey and Miss Mildred
Huntoon.
The girls under Miss Soule’s direct morning.
Miss Soule Entertained the Camp ion are enjoying the work very much Dandelion greens are farming a
and at the Men’s League supper part of the menu in many Rangel,ey
Fire Girls and Boy Scouts
served April 25, each* girl; baked a Lames.
One of the most progressive gun | An effort is being made to have
dozen yeast rolls, and a gocdily sum
at Camp.
Hairry Soule of Buxton is in town clubs in Connecticut is the H a u s a t - , the secretaries of the traps hooting
was addied to the treasury from the and will be employed on the boats onic Rod and Gun Club, of Stratford, j clubs throughout the country attend
proceeds of the supper.
again this summer.
Work is* being It ihais 100 members and conducts j the Grand American Handicap in, St.
(Special Corresnondence.)
*H. H. Herrick and a party
of d'One on the boats* now, making them tournaments every two weeks the Louis and get (pointers on the handl
Rangeley, May 4.—I. W. Mitchell is young people are camping at the in readiness for the season as soon year ’round.
ing of large tournaments.
moving into the Otto Wilbur ibousie Herrick camps, Gull pond.
as the ice permits*
regular trip®
on Main street.
Trophies for the Pennsylvania State
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Badger are down the lake.
Charles T. Rankin,, of Kansas City,
Championship shoot which, wdl.li be
Mrs. A. L. Fender son of Furming- guests of Mir. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle
A. M. Hoar aind crew are ait Mit. Mo., lias won eight
trapshooting
ton was in town Wednesday on bus during the week, while minor repairs View doing carpenter work for Land tournament® in- succession, in Mis held in Lamsdal©, Pa. (just outside of
are being made at the Badger house lord Bowl-ey.
iness.
souri and in the eighth lie lias broker Philadelphia) have been given b*y the
Landadalie hotel keepers’ association,
Word has been, received in. town on Haley Avenue.
Arthur Rowe has reiceintliy finished 448 out of 500 targets.
the Lansdial© Board of Tirade, Lan,sWm. BouJlter is moving his family painting the Emery Haley house.
of the death* of Mir®. Switzer, who
dale Citizens Oliub, Land,shale Gun
far many seasons Unas spent several to the Mum-yon tenement over the pool
Ira Hoar and crew are to.build a
The Interstate Association for the Club, Highland Shooting Association
weeks* with her son, Charles* at R*an- room.
fine road to the Quintard camp at
Encouragement of Trapshooting has of Philadelphia and the Pennsylvania
gellley dnring the hiunting season, Mr.
J. D. Vaughan, H. B. Amber, Mrs. Gull pond, which, will be con®trucitied issued a book which no trapshooter
State Sportsmen's Association. Afore
Switzer always* conning at this time j, Sherman Hoar, Mrs. Frank Badger the coming season.
should be without.
It reviews tine than 500 entries are expected.
in Ms car far am extended stay. N*o Miss Ida Kimbalili, 'Miss Lina and
The J ally Twelve met with Mrs. season of 1915 and gives all notable
particulars* eouilid h*e learned at this Myra Weeks, Miss Vera Adam®, Mliss Florence Rridighiam Thursday after
More than 40 states will stage a,ma
writing, but miuiclh sympathy is felt Webb and C. C. Muirphy attended the noon', eight memlbters being present. performances of that and other years.
ture championship shoot to- deter
by the many friends in this
com Teachers’ Convention at Farmington After the regular program of sew It is complete in every detail.
mine the eligibility of trapshooteirs
munity.
Friday.
ing and fancy work, three duets by
Th©
Portland.
(Ore.)
Gan
Club
lias
to engage in the flight for the nat
Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Coliby Heft
Mrs. Henry W. Badger and daugh Mrs. Briidgiham and Tracy and several
Miomday moirinliing for a few days’ ter, Anita visited relative®' at Phil other musician selections were much suggested to th© Interstate Associat ional amatuire title in S*t. Louis in
ion that th© Pacific Coast Handicap August.
visit in Portland.
Miss
Shirley lip® the latter part of the week.
enjoyed.
Refreshments o f Waldo
Hoar is keeping bouse for them.
Mrs. Lester Magoon was the guest sailad and hot yeast rolls, surprise tournament be held on, July 3, 4 and
5.
John Ebberts, the Buffalo shooter
Tlhie school committees' of Range- of relatives in Farmington Friday.
cookies1, chocolate cake and tea were
has au extension on th© lower side
ley, Dallas, Sandy River, Range (Ley iMrs. A. M. Ross and son,, Say ward served.
The next meeting will be
Rockford, HI., has an enterprising of the stock of ihliis gun. It fits1under
Plantation and; Madrid have farmed a were at Strong Thursday.
with Mrs. George Garland.
gun cliub of 120 members, and con bis arm pit and'enables' him to keep
union to engage a school superintend ;C. C. Holman of Farminngton was
Charles Heath of Madrid was* a
templates doing bi|g things around the gun at a fixed position on his
ent.
H. A. Alien, state agent, was a business caller in Rangeiiey Wed caller in town' Tuesdiay.
shoulder.
Rockford way this* season.
present and assisted in forming nesday.
A goodly number of the members of
the union.
A sub-committee was
Funeral services for the late Will Summit RJeibekah Lodge are planning
The
Northwestern
Trapshooting
Shooting Leagues are doing a
appointed to receive applications;.
Love were held Thursday. Mir. Love’s to attend the Annuall District meet
League,
an
organization
similar
to
wonderful
lot of good in, the promot
death*
took
place
in
New
Hampshire
T.he Camp Fiule Girds, Boy Scouts
ing which will be held at Farmingth©
Philadelphia
Trapishooters’
Lea
ion
of
trapshooting.
A couple of
and a few invited friends, making a after a short illness of pneumonia. ton with, Merrill
Rebekah Lodge,
gue, has been formed, with Tacoma, year® gao there was only one league
His
daughters,
Margaret
and
Alta
May 24, 1916.
At the next meeting
party of about 70 in all, accompanied
Spokane, Seattle and Portland.
Any in th© country—the Philadelphia
by H. A. Childs, scout master, en were guests of relatives in town snpper will be served.
number
of
persons
can
shootin
the Trapshooters; now they are found
and
attended
the
funeral.
joyed a hike to Miss Soule’s camp
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Dill have leas
Mrs. E. I. Herrick is in Portland ed the lower tenement of the Aarcn match©® and the -five highest will in every section of the country.
Monday.
Miss Soule is the guiardiEach team will shoot against
ian of the local Caimlp Fire organiza thi® week and will accompany her Soule 'house for the summer. Mr. Dill count.
A number of changes have been
tion.
A delicious fisih* chowder was sister, Mrs. Alva Sprague home, who and family expect to arrive about the other twice.
made in the .date® announced of the
served on the piazza to which all did is recovering from a recent operation. the middle of May when he begins
Trapshooting clubs are springing registered shoots. The Lincoln (Neb.)
ample justice.
A wheelbarrow race Mrs. E. T. Hoar, another sister of hi® duties at the wharf for the Ran
up
like mushrooms in the spring. Gun Club tourney has been moved
between the Scouts and Cam*p Fire Mrs. Herrick, accompanied her.
geley Lake Steamboat Co.
During
the past two weeks clubs from April 5 to April 12; The Cent
The friends of Miss Zelma Robert
have been formed in Biggs, James ral Pennsylvania Trap shooters League
son gave hier a surprise party Mon
town and Sacramento, Cal.; Dallas, tourney at PhiilMpsburg from April
day at 'her home, the occasion being
her 16th* birthday.
Miss Robertson Oregon; Irwin, Pa.; Shelby and Wol- 20 to August 17 and the tournament
baek, Nebraska.
The Sacramento of the Hill City Gun Club, Vickburg,
returned home Monday night after a
few days’ visit in Lewiston and was Clu-b begins business with 150 mem Miss., advanced from May 16-17 to
bers and intends to offer special in April 18-19 and that of the Central
much surprised to find a party of
ducements to have the women parti Pennsylvania Trapshooters’
League
THE
ELMWOOD
friends
awaiting
her
when
she
ar
Blakeslee Lake Camps
cipate in the shoots.
at Altoona fr o m June 16 to April 20.
One of the best small hotels in Maine. Open all
rived
'home.
The
evening
was
spent
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
A famous]resort for anglers and hun poultry, eggs, milk and cream. Telephone. in playing whist and in doing various
stunts.
She was presented with a chusetts and Rhode Island Associat game exhibit will be the largest at
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and Garage, Address
J. F. HODGH
fine Parisian ivcry comb and button ion of Knights Templars Command the whole Exposition, as it will be
map. Address, Oct. £5 till May 1st,
Maine hook. Refreshments of chocolate and ers; Leni Lenape Lodge No. 15, I. O. one of tbe most notable.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Phillips,
vanilla ice cream,
assorted cakes, O. F.; Lilly Encampment No. 20, of
Not only are more
applications
Maine.
candies, and peanuts were served. Patriarchs, I. O. O. F.; a member for space at the big show being re
JIM POND CAMPS
All departed at a late hour wishing of the Sons of the Revodution, both ceived dad'y, but manufacturers are
C A R R Y POND CAMPS
Are open for 'the season of Miss Robertson many -happy birth the New Jersey and Pennsylvania so
Open May 1st to December 1st. Good
beginning to send word as to what
1916.
days.
cieties, the Buck® County (Pa.) His they will have on display. Different
accommodations.
Excellent fishing.
Send for circular.
-r ______________________________
torical Society; a member of the from ithe usual exposition, the exhi
Write for booklet.
GREEN BROS.
Sons of the sWars of 1812, and an bition spaces will, be fairly alive with
HENRY J. LANE,
EUSTIS,
MAINE
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham
associate member of the American whirring machinery and
clanking
RANGELEY L AK ES
Institute of Alining Engineers.
looms'.
Manufacturers will not only
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker- Write
TROUT BROOK CAMPS
He is survived by bis widow and show their products, but they will
for free circular.
Will be Open For the SPRING FISH ING
CAPT. P. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
an
only son, William Lilly, of New show bow the goods are made.
By May the 10th. Don’t miss it as
York
City.
Funeral private. Beacon,
we get some fine trolling and bair fish
LAKEWOOD GAMPS,
John Lilly, a retired lawyer, of this Lambert ville, N. J.
ing at that time. For large TROUT and
city, died at ibis residence, No. 8
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write
Mr. Lilly has been an annual guest
for paticulars.
In one of .the best localities for fishing and Lilly street, which has- been the fam
at th© Mountain View House
in
j hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
R. R. W A L K E R .Prop.
Mackamp,
Maine j or without bath. For particulars write for free ily borne stead for several, generations years past and- his death
wiflll be
circular to
Tuesday, April 25, 1916, at 10.30 p. regretted by friends iin that section.
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAM PS
m., after an illness of
severail,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.
LAKE MILIMAGASSETT
months.
September fiy fishing for Bi® Trout. Plenty V IA RUM/FORD FALLS
Landowners Praise the Work of
Mir. Lilly was bora July 20, 1851,
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow.
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
Maine.
;n
the
family
homestead,
being
the
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Forest Commissioner Mace.
House always open. JOHN CH ADW ICK & CO.. only son of the late
Dr. Samuel
Upper Dam. Maine.
Lilly and Mary Ellen Torbert, nee
State Forest Commissioner Frank
Coryell.
He attended Lawnencevilfle
RANGELEY, MAINE
E. Mace lias just returned
from
and afterward studied *law.
He re
two meetings of timber land owners
Perhaps
there
may
be
many
people
tired
after
practising
but
a
few
It is time to choose your Spring fish
in Maine who are unacquainted with and. warden® for the discussion of
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here years.
the fish to be found in the lakes and forest problems, held at Bangor and
P IE R C E PO N D
He
was
a
Past
Master
of
Am
well
and see how you like it? With favor
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and able conditions you can get good fishing Lodge No. 12, F . & A. M.; Union streams and the animals to be met Houlton and finds that tlie landown
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes
These individuals, as ers are well satisfied with the work
Chapter No. 7, R. A. M.; Past Emi in the woods.
out. Send for circular and references. enough, size considered and every thing
else as pleasant as you could wish for in nent Commander of St. Elmo Com well as those who know about the of tost year under his direction'. In
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
mand ery No. 14, Knigihits Templar, (animal relsiourcesi o f the state, will both places the warden list was
Caratunk, Me.
the woods.
recommendations
Jersey
City Grand Lodge of Perfec be given a treat unusual in charact gone over and
Come
any
time
in
the
season.
Also
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet. D ION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor. nice place to bring your family. Write tion, Jersey City Council of Princes er and magnitude at the second an made.
Round Mountain, Maine
At Boulton conditions along the
of Jerusalem, Jersey City Chapter of nual Miaine State Exposition, which
to
OTTER POND CAMPS
Rose Croix, New Jersey Sovereign open® in Portland, June 5, for two northwestern boundary was taken
H. W. MAXFIELD,
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
up where it was learned the settl
Rowe Pond.
Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S. 32 of the An weeks.
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Hon. Harry B. Austin, chairman of ers there continue to bum early to
cient Accepted Scottish) Rite, N. M.
Caratunk, Me.
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
J., U. S. A.; Lu Lu Temple, A. A. tli© commissioners of inland fisher clear the tow, causing great risk aAn attempt will be
DEAD RIVER REGION
O. N. M. S., Past Eminent Command ies and game, has sient word to Man long the border.
Rangeley Lakes
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
ager W. B. Aloore of the Exposition, made to secure co-operation between
er’s
Association
N.
J.,
Masonic
Vet
Rangeley,
Maine
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
erans’ Association, N. J.; the; Massa that the exhibit to be furnished by the Maine and Canadian authorities
Open
from
May
15th
to
Dec. 1st.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
the state will be the greatest thing in putting a stop to this dangerous
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
of the kind ever displayed in New practice.
ridge and duck hunting.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
England.
The display of fish and
The matter of tbe very had slash
FOR SALE
animal® last year was a notable one, situation in Lamoine has been taken
F I S H I N G
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW BOUSE
but the exhibit this season will be up by Commissioner Alace with the
ON E A SY TERMS
AT
On Rangeley Lake.
even greater and more varied. There United States Forestry service in
modern. On direct automobile INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
John (Sarville's Camps Thoroughly
will be tanks where salmon, bass, the hope of securing co-operation.
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Just
across
the
little
cove
from
the
trout and pickerel will be seen swim The Maine department has been no
at Spring Lake
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Mountain View House, at the outlet of ming about, in a way to make the tified/, however, tihlat while the fed
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Raugeley, Maine.
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished. hands of an angler fairly twitch to eral government would lie glad to
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most east a fly.
There will be live rac contribute for patrol service or oth
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
desirable place on the shores of the coons, rabbits and other animals er fire protective work which might
Come to the Maine Woods
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic lake. Three acres of land. For Partic from the woods, while the display include slash, disposal, the federal
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
of stuffed, birds and animals, such government would not be disposed to
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family surroundings and comfortable cabins to ulars address,
summer resort. Telephone communications with anyone looking for good fishing and
as are to be met alive in the for allow federai funds; to be expended
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
F. C. FOWLER,
rest. Write for bookletand referencesto
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
ests, wilil; be notable.
This space for one particular lot of slash and
H
EM
O
N
B
L
A
C
K
W
E
L
L
.
New
London,
Conn.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Dallas, Maine
to be occupied by the fish and no other work dn that vicinity.

Where To Go In Maine

FORMER GUEST
AT MT. VIEW

ARE WELL

SATISFIED

BIG FISH AND
GAME EXHIBIT

YORK CAMPS,
J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

ROWE POND CAMPS

